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ESTANCIA
New KtbllíhedH04
Herald KitabUahed 1BO8

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, March

E. RAILS

J.

District Judge M. C. Mechem
Socorro, yesterday authorized
the sale of the Albuquerque
Eastern on application of Col. D
K. B. Sellers who as receiver for
the Dominion Construction com
pany, bought the railroad at a
special master's sale a short time
-

RED GROSS

ago.
Colonel Sellers said the sale
would take place in the week. He
The Red Cross will give an had agreements to purchase be
Easter darfce at the Pastime fore he went to Judge Mechem,

H. Watkins and H. L.
in some

Theatre the Saturday night be- but the formal transfer of the
fore Easter, March 30th. A good property will take a week, he
time and a good lunch is assured. said. The New Mexico .Central
Only fifty cents for a ( whole railroad will buy the rails and
evening's pleasure, and you are construction machinery aban
doned by the builders when work
also helping the Red Cross.
on the Eastern came to a stop,
There is already auite a few About ten miles of rails had been
articles in the box for the French laid in a northwesterly direction
and Belgium relief donation from Moriarty at that time. Neil
which is very much appreciated B
will buy
of
by the committee in charge, and wayField Moriarty the right
to Albuquer
it is sincerely hoped that still que. from
more will be deposited in the box
The price that the New Mexico
at the Wright Clothing Co. not
CLUB
WOMAN'S
Central will pay for the track
later than March 25th. At- and
machinery
will
be
a
alone
The Woman's Club was enter
tractive cards announcing this gain
over that which Colonel tained on Monday afternoon in
drive are posted in the various
paid
Sellers
for
the
railroad.
stead of the regular day, Satur
business houses. The society is
New Mexico Central will day, at the home of Mrs. R. N.
very thankful to Mr. Munch for The
pay
$47,000
$5,000
more
than
Nash. The house was beautiful
this courtesy.
Colonel
The ly decorated in St. Patrick colors.
Sellers paid.
The following letter was re amount the right of way will Several
visitors were present
ceivea irom neaaquarters in bring was not stated.
and after the business was conDenver:
Colonel Sellers did not know cluded the members and visitors
"I am pleased to make the what use the New Mexico Cenchat.
following report upon your shiD tral intended to make of the spent an hour in social
club has recently signed
ment of knitted articles, inspect rails and machinery or what Mr. upThe
for a $425.00 Lyceum course
ed by us on March 2nd.
Field's intention was in regard to to be given here this coming
This work was excellent and I the right of way.
winter. Some of the best talent
wish you would thank your knitthat can be obtained will be in
ters for their splendid work and
this course, and the club would
'
WOMEN'S
COMMITTEE
for their hearty
like the cooperation of all the
Very sincerely,
county
COUNCIL OF DEFENSE people of the town and
Josephine D. Wood,
and will insure the people the
Supt. of Hospital Garments.
The women of Estancia met worth of their money. It will be
MRS.
AND YOU last Saturday afternoon in the remembered we had a couple of
"I am not doing any Red office of County Agent R. L. courses here a few years ago and
Cross work now; I don't like Strong for the purpose of re- everyone was well pleased.
The ladies hope to have the li
Mrs.
who is the chair- organizing the Local Women's
man of Such and Such." We Committee of the National Coun- brary ODened in the near future,
have all heard that several times, cil of Defense, and to make plans as we have now secured a lot and
unfortunately.
Suppose you for the future work in accordance a small building.
Two names were presented tor
heard a lieutenant say, "I don't with the instructions of the
membership.
like Captain Smith and I tell you
right now this is the last day I Mrs. E. L. Garvin who was The club decided to work with
who
am going to stay in his company; local chairman for
past year a lady on food conservation
ta e last
A am tired of war anyway, I am was succeeded in the
office by was here from ban
that
week.
going to get out. " Where should Mrs. Nellie Armstrong.
After the business hour the
we be with that spirit prevailing
Mrs. L), M. bhort was elected
in the Army? asks the Gulf Di- vice chairman, and Mrs. C. E, hostess served a splendid one
course luncheon which was envision Bulletin.
Where are we Ewing, secretary-treasure- r.
as usual.
The favors for
with that spirit found even at inIn accordance with instruc joyedafternoon
were green St.
tervals in the Red Cross? For- tions from the National Commit- the
tunately the Red Cross is so big tee, the woman Dower of Estan Patrick hats filled with delicious
and so splendid that we have not cia is to be mobilized, and every candy, and small green baskets
materially hurt it yet by such an woman in this district will be of flowers. Everyone voted Mrs.
The spirit of the Red given an opportunity to indicate Nash a splendid entertainer.
attitude.
The next meeting will be with
Cross is the integration of all on the service cards, which the
that is finest in the American local committee have in charge. Mrs. Parrett at the home of Mrs.
people a thing to be proud of; the special work she is willing Grinimell. The full membership
The
is desired to be present.
more than that, a thing to rev- and able to give her country.
have the aid of
erence. And because this is true,
The women in other sections president must
let us not destroy any of its of our country are being mobil- the members to make our work a
beauty or fineness by pettiness. ized in the same way, and many success.
does not repre- of them have all ready been
Mrs.
VICTORY BREAD.
sent all of the Red Cross; your asked for their services as inloyalty is to a thing, an ideal of dicated on the.Service Cards, and
2 cups white cornmeal,
service, not to one person who have gladly given them. The
5 cups mashed potatoes,
may have mismanaged. All of women of this district will not
2 pints liquid,
your Americanism so much bet- be less patriotic than the women
1 yeast cake,
1 tablespoonful salt,
ter a word than Patriotism is of any other section.
due to the Red Cross, We need
Flour enough to make stiff
dough.
just that bigness of perception
which will make us overlook Mrs.
Use one pint of water, yeast
BAPTIST CHURCH
defection, knowing
cake, and white flour to make a
Preaching Sunday 11 a. m. and sponge.
secretly all the while that our
Make a stiff mush out
defections have been just as bad 8 p. m.
of the cornmeal and one pint of
bunday school 10 a. m.
and worse.
water, add mashed potatoes and
B. Y. P. U. 7 p. m.
salt and when mush is cool and
The local chapter is very gratePrayer meeting Wednesday sponge light mix together with
ful to the Valley Auto company 7:30 p. m.
enough flour to make stiff dough,
for a check amounting to $17.32.
iiverybodv invited to attunH let rise until doubled in size,
Mr. Peterson gave a cent on these
services.
mold into pans, let rise again and
every gallon cf gasoline sold durW. C. Grant, Pastor.
bake.
ing February to the Red Cross.
It is hoped that more business
men will take up this idea and
give a certain per cent of their
sales.
HOW IS YOUR CANNED FRUIT SUPPLY?
DO NOT STOP KNITTING
The greatest demand from solIf it is running low. it will pay you to call and see us
socks,
diers is for sweaters,
before you buy. Here are a few of the things we have
wristlets and helmets, in the orto otter at exceedingly low prices in gallon quantities:
der named. EsDecial attention
Apples
Raspberries
should be given to the making of
Pears
socks and wristlets at present.
Apricots
Pie
Blackberries
Plums
Keep on knitting, even though
Crapes
Gooseberries
Peaches
summer is coming. We must be
Red Pitted Cherries
prepared to take care of the situ
ation next fall, as far as sweaters
are concerned. The demand for
socks is continuous.

For sale, 1
farm wagon,

Olive.

1

plow, 1
buggy. Mrs
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ENTERTAINMENT
Eisen-ha-

rt

were here last Friday to
bounty claims
against the county for predatory
animals captured by them. They
had sixteen coyote and six bobcat skins, but the main attrac
tion was the pelt of a big mountain lion. This fellow measured
seven feet from tip to tip, and
after being bled weighed 139
pounds. He and his mate were
caught recently in No. 3 traps on
the ranch of J. J. White at the
foot of the mesa south of Abo.
When the trappers approached
the other lion left two toes in the
trap and got away, carrying a
load of shot. The one captured
was shot with a rifle by Mr.
He had three toes in
Watkins.
the trap. The lions had killed
several head of stock for Mr.
White, and he offered a bonus
of $50 for each lion killed there.
The county bounty is now $10 on
lions. These trappers have tak
en twenty red and grey foxes.
There is no bounty on foxes, but
the pelts are valuable.

turn

at

12," 1918

MOUNTAIN. LION KILLED HIGH SCHOOL

N. Í.1 C. BUYS
A.

ALD

NEWS-HE- R

HELLUMS
are
Where Prices

Lowest

The English department of the
high school will give a patriotic
program and play in the auditorium at the school house Friday
evening, March 29. This will
be a benefit for the Junior Red
Cross. The admission will be
25c and everyone is urged to
come.
The title of the play is:

"My

Aunt from California.''
The cast is as follows:
Mrs. Merry Muntoburn
Mrs. Needy Cecil Hill.
Miss
Sallie Needy Pauline

Hues.

Miss

Felicia, Needy Myrtle

Chandler.

Needy Noel
Miss
Rosalie
Daugherty.
Willcoxingibbs
Miss
Alva
Hays.
The maid Georgia Marriot.
MARRIED

WHY NOT

BANK THE

MONEY YOU

EXTRAVAGANCE
IS SINFUL TT Tft WAftTF IF vmi put
THAT SAME MONEY IN THE BANK, SOME DAY YOU WILL BE
TO
INDULGE
ABLE
YOURSELF IN THOSE LUXURIES WITHOUT
A BANK ACCOUNT GROWS-YO- U
WILL BE INTERESTED IN
SEEING IT GROW. YOU DON'T NEED THOSE EXTRAVAGANCES.
YOU WILL NEED THAT MONEY SOME DAY.
,
HAVE IT SAFE IN OUR BANK.
COMETO OUR BANK.

Miss Myrtle Hill and Mr. J. I.
Hodges were married Monday
evening at the M. E. parsonage
by the pastor, Rev. W. J. Waltz.
The bride is a daughter of Wallace Hill of Estancia, and the
groom is a ranchman southwest
of Willard.
Both are compara tir?airWtf.ivigagKBri!wa'.-fífilli'- il
tively new comers, but during
their residence in the county both For sale cheap, 1 good work
have made many friends who team. 1 mare with foal. Inquire
wish them a successful and hapof Leo Douglas or Farmers and
py married life.
Stockmens Bank.
LEAGUE PROGRAM
Don't forget to bring your old
sacks when you come to town.
March 24, 1914.
Topic: "The Art of Living with Fred L. Burruss.

Estancia Savings' Bank
illJBlnrrMWTTDnjJIIiniMlDMOlEnoa

For sale, work horses, mares,
and saddle horses, part broke,
partunbroke.
Fair size. G. W.
Felton, 4 miles east of Mcintosh.
Five second hand Fords in Al
condition at bargain prices.
Valley Auto Co.

Others."

Opening Song: "Jesus Calls
by League.
Song: when Love Shines In."
by League.
Prayer.
Song: "I'll Go Where You
Want Me To Go" by League.
by
Scripture: 1 Peter 3:8-1- 6
Roy Dean.
A Lesson in Beautiful Man
ners" by Miss Annie Porter.
A Matter of Love ' by Alva
Hays.
"Is the Art Worth Cultivat
ing?" by Prof. Erickson,
Leader s Talk.
Kipling's "If" by Frances
Turner.
Song: "Somebody Cares" by
League.

Us"

Close.

Service

conducted

by

Mrs.

Fi3h.

C. A. BURRUSS, President
NEAL JENSON, Cashier
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.

IQqjj. YVait
"
J--

J.

I

your r00

unt

tie storm

economize until
TIT,
compels.
" oil tonecessity

Conditions are abnormal. It is very necessary that we
meet these conditions with special caution and effort
on our part. It is also necessary that you and your
banker work together in harmony, and talk these matters over and plan to meet these problems before they
arise.
You will always find this bank ready and willing to
meet you and aid in any consistent manner towards
helping you over the rough places.

For Sale.
Some good farm teams,

also
mountain wagon, buggies, single
and double harness. Shufflebar-ger'- s
Transfer Line, 114 John
St., Albuquerque, N. M.

patc

Your interest is our

interest

FARMERS AND STOCKMENS

BANK

Stockmen and Farmers!
Through the influence of our Secretary we
are so fortunate as to get one more car of

Cottonseed (Sake, U3 percent pro
tein or better, to be shipped the first

week in April. Leave your orders now. Don't
wait, for this is surely the last car we will be
able to purchase.

Estancia Lumber Co.
J HOME

OF JOHN DEERE IMPLEMENTS

HEADQUARTERS FOB EVERYTHING

ESTANCIA

"(DATRAMND"
A Romance ofihe .North AflanKc

6v RANDALL

PADPI5A

ICOPYKICtr

HOLLIS ANO VERA BECOME VERY FRIENDLY, THOUGH HE
IS UNAWARE OF HER IDENTITY

M'CANN

MAKES

TROUBLE AND REGRETS IT
8ynopsls. Robert Hollis, who tells the story, Is a guest on
Glrard Carrlngton's yacht, Esmeralda. It Is supposed to be a "stag"
party, and BolUs Is surprised on discovering a woman, wbo evidently
wishes to remain unknown aboard. Hollis, the next night, succeeds In
having an Interview with the woman. She merely tells him her name
la Vera. Carrington tells bis guests of the coming war, and that be
la engineering a copper pool. The yacht Is sunk In a collision and Hollis saves McCann, millionaire, and one of the party. Bollls and Mc-Carescue Vera and leave the ship In a small boat

They wnt at the task
though
glad of the opportunity, Mc&inn creep
ing forward on hands and knees.
"There's nothing here," he reported
dlscouraglugly, "hut a roll of tarpau
lln, some rope ends, und the splintered
handle of a paddle."
"Well, what more do we want? Thnt
means a sail, If we can make a hole In
one of the thwarts to step a mast. Bow
much cloth is there?"
Two or three yards."
"Pass it buck here ; good, solid stuff
that. Now, Miss Vera, what are your
discoveries?"
ene iooea up quickly, her eyes
sparkling in the dim gleam of the lan
tern.
"A bag of
a small beaker
of water,' insipid, but sweet some
strong cord, and a brad awl."
'Lord I" I exclaimed, "this Is almost
too good to be true. Why, we are out
fitted for a voyage. Bowever, there Is
little use endeavoring to rig up a Jury
mast before daylight, when we know In
which direction to steer. McCann, you
haven't been overboard, and, no doubt
your watch runs; what time Is It?"
He fumbled about and found the
timepiece, staring at It In amazement
"Must have stopped, Bollls," he said.
"No, by Jove, the thing Is running all
right; the bands point to 1:30."

"That's about the hour. The collision occurred before eight bells, or
else Seeley wonld have been on the
bridge. Instead of aft by the cabin.
Bave yon any idea who was saved?"
"I heard the captain's voice back
there under the awning, ordering out
the boats, and after I was caught under
that wreckage Carrington came up
from below and climbed along the rail.
I called to him, but he paid no atten
tion; there was considerable noise
then, and be might not bave beard
.

CHAPTER V

Continued.

The sight of the UtUe craft, stanch
and buoyant, bobbing about Just below
us In the glow of light, brought back
my courage. Ay, there was a chance
here ; we could get free of the doomed
yacht; we were not to perish like
drowning rats, helplessly. To be sure,
the boat was a small one, a mere
dinghy Intended for use In smooth wa
ters; why they had continued trailing
It astern so far at sea was a mystery;
yet It would bear the three of us unless
storm arose. There was no time to
seek either blankets or provisions, nor

She Went Down the Rope Hand Over
Hand.
was there any fresh water to be had
but at least we need not go down with
the ship. We had still a hope of rescue, a fighting chance God be thanked

for that

I

hand closed over hers as she
turned and looked at me. Never In any
eyes have I seen such glimpse of
steady courage.
"The boat Is strong, stanch; she
will carry us, Mr. Bollls"
"Ay I this Is better than I dared hope.
But there is no time to lose; the yacht
U settling fast Bee those bubbles of
air I Why, I can almost feel the
droop of the planks beneath my feet
Ben, McCann, bear a hand I Pull yourself np by that flag locker; now get a
grip here. Are yon sailor enough to
slide down that rope!"
Be stared at the boat, bobbing np
and down on the black water, with
lackluster eyes.
"It It wlU sink," he half sobbed,
"It It la almost full of water."
"Sink nothing I" my disgust rising
beyond control.
"It will hold twice
your weight Down with yon, and ball.
Then stand by to help the lady. Over
yon go, my lad. If I have to pitch you
headlong; this Is no time to argue the
matter. WlU you try It quietly T
Be stared np Into my face, but his
fear of me must have been greater
han of the lapping water below, for
the strands of the rope slipped through
his fingers, and an Instant later he
clambered Into the bow of the boat
and sank onto his knees In the water.
To my relief the dory did not sink
greatly beneath his weight the water
shipped proving scarcely ankle deep.
It would support the three of us without balling. The yacht rolled to starboard, fairly burying her rail. I thought
ah would never rise again, and my
arms clasped the girl to hold her
steady. Then the hulk rosa slowly,
painfully, like a giant struggling for
one last breath. No words cao describe
the dead, sodden feeling of the sinking
hulk under us.
My

CHAPTER VI.

Adrift In the Boat
there longer, to delay
another moment would be suicide. I
leaned far over and looked down at
the dinghy now rising and falling on the
swell caused by the plunge of the
yacht McCann was upon his knees
clinging to the gunwales, his face
turned op ward pleadingly toward the
light
"Catch this lantern, McCann," I
altad down to him sharply. "I will
awing it to yon on the end of a rope.
il Mow throw off the lash
To

cling

ing, and make the glim secure on the
thwart behind you; better tie It to
the lock. Good ; you'll make a sailor
yet Now listen : work your boat over
until you can get a grip on the rudder
chains, and hold her steady yes, to
your right ; use one of the oars. Now
hang on I'm going to send the lady
down ; stand by to give her a hand."
Be did as I bade him In a fashion.
but was so awkward about It, I won
dered the boat kept upright Satisfied,
I glanced aside at my silent companion.
"Not a very easy gangway, but the
best we have. Are yon afraid?"
She smiled.
"Not in the least Mr. BolUs; these
skirts are a nuisance, but I can climb
like a boy. Belp me keep my balance
on the rail."
She was over so quickly I can scarce
ly recall more than clasping her arm
and she went down the rope hand over
hand, as lightly as a sailor. By the
time she reached the boat her body
was half submerged in the water, but
McCann gave her his band, and assist
ed In dragging her In over the side.
I am all right Mr. Hollis." she
called In her clear, steady voice. "Now
you come come quick !"
"Just a second more," I answered.
Bere Is the Une; haul It In. Get out
your oars, McCann, and pull. Don't
wait or you'll be sucked down when
the yacht sinks. Never mind me; I'll
Jump from the rail, and swim ont to
you."
I climbed onto the rail, gripping an
iron stanchion for support and poised
myself for the plunge. The boat
by Its little circle of light
drifted away, McCann awkwardly
struggling with the heavy oars. The
lantern rays fell full on the girl's up
turned face, and once she held out her,
hands In pleading gesture. It could
scarcely have been a minute I hesitated, yet suddenly beneath me came
a sound of rending wood, a muffled explosion, and the deck reeled as though
burst asunder. I leaped straight outward, and went splashing down into
the sea.
I must have sunk deeply, for I felt
no swirl of the waters, no suction, but
when I came again to the surface,
nothing was visible but the bobbing
lantern on the dinghy. The Esmeralda
had disappeared. A faint cry reached
me, and I answered it striking out
strongly toward the guiding light Five
minutes later, dripping and a bit ex
hausted for I bad been ashore a long
while I managed to clamber in over
the stern. Even as I rested breathless
on the thwart I realized that the girl

had crept
mine.

aft

and her bands sought

'Oh, I am so glad," she sobbed, al
most hysterically.
"I was afraid ; I
thought
you went down with the
I

yacht"

"No such luck. I Jumped Just as her
decks blew np. Is there anything In
sight?"
"I I haven't looked ; but there Is no
Do yon
sound, no light anywhere.
suppose the steamer has really left

usr.

"I have no doubt of It" I answered,
but stood up so as to see about more
clearly. "They supposed all who lived
had been picked up, and then continued
on their course."
My eyes ranged the horizon, but I
found nothing. We were alone on the
great ocean in the grasp of the black
night I sat down again dazed for the
Instant by the Immensity of the waters, the utter loneliness, and the sudden realization of the littleness of this
cockleshell In which we floated.
Ber
voice aroused me to a comprehension
that I alone was a sailor, and that on
me depended every chance for life.
"Do yon know, Mr. Bollls, where we
are?"

Not exactly. I beard the captain
state the position of the yacht yesterday noon, about one hundred and fifty
miles east and south of Monta uk; we
have drifted some since."
"Are we in the steamer lanes?"
"Not of the north Atlantic liners;
they would pass farther eastward. I
cannot Imagine what that fellow who
rammed us was doing up In bere so far
out of his course. Tes, that was a
liner; I could see the lights of her

ports. The only vessel passing along
here will be coasters, or, by luck, possibly some tramp bound Boston way.
Now let's see what Is ot board ; try the
locker forward; and Miss Vera, yon
might examine beneath the stern sheet
This boat has never been Inboard aloca
we sailed."

NEWS-HERAL-

out the woman Jay wltti ber eyes wide
open, looking upward at the drifting
spume. Her eyes met mine, and she
sat up. grasping the gunwale with
one hand, and stared about her over
the drear expanse of sea.
"There Is nothing In sight?" she
spoke wearily. "Are you sure Mr. Carrington made his escape?"
"As certain as I can be. I did not
see him after I left the party in the
after cabin last evening. But McCann
Insists that he came on deck, and
Joined the others In lowering the boats.
Beyond doubt he got away safely, and
was picked up by the liner."
She was silent for some time, her
gaze on the man sleeping in the bows.
He rolled over, revealing his face, gray
and haggard in the dawn.
"Who who Is that man?" she questioned. "You call him McCann; Is he

a sailor?"
"No ; he was one of the guests. Be
Is a rich man's son, who occasionally
takes a flyer on Wall street."
"Not not Fergus McCann?"
"I believe that Is his name, now that
you recall It Why? Did you ever
know the fellow?"
'Only by reputation, which Is not
the best. He was Involved rather un
pleasantly In the Bascom shooting

case."
'Aye, I remember. I read about the
affair in a Chicago paper at the time,
but failed to comprehend It was this
McCann wbo was involved. Did Bascom die?"
'He will be crippled for life; of
course his assailant may not have been
entirely to blame It was a drunken
quarrel over a woman."
Well," I said quietly, "the man Is
In for a Job of sailor work bere, whether It pleases him, or not. He acted a
bit sullen last night but I am In no
mood Just now to baby him. Bave you
ever steered a boat with an oar. Miss
Vera?"
I have done lots of canoeing, and
last summer at Palm Beach," she
stopped, laughing at the slip
"Yes,
actually at Palm Beach, I steered some
larger boats. I I believe I could."
"You will find this somewhat dif
ferent Still, there Is not much of a
trick to It and I am going to let you
try your hand. Do yon think you can
hold her all right?"
"Of course I can," almost indignant
ly. "Really, Mr. Hollis, I have steered
boats in worse seas than this. If the
oar wasn't quite so heavy "
There Is no steering paddle aboard.
Well, If anything goes wrong, sing out
I'm going to rout out that fellow for
ward, and get at our work."
I cannot say that McCann was par

colors? Oh, there is no oeanty like the
sea I"
"But always a cruelty In Its beauty,
like that of a tiger cat," I answered.
"Perhaps we had better breakfast
Miss Vera ; let me see your bag of biscuits by daylight."
She brought them forth, together
with the jug. A little sea water had
seeped Into the bag, and the outer layers were more or less mildewed, yet
enough remained sweet and wholesome
to give me hope of their sustaining us
until we should be picked up by some
passing vessel. The water Jug, howand must be
ever, was only half-fille- d
sparingly used.
"We will go on short rations," I announced, breaking a biscuit with my

Neglected
Colds bring

Pneumonia
CASCARA

M QUININE

The old family remedy In tablet
fe, rare, easy to take. No
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?iatee eolde
Grip In I
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Proof Indeed.
They had been discussing friends
and exchanging views about them.
Brown-sniltli.
Suddenly Jones mentioned

"Oh, he's a fine 'chnpt" broke out
"He's the
Clarke enthusiastically.
most wonderful man I know !"
Jones looked startled at the great
outburst of praise and asked in surprise :
How do you make that
"Indeed!
out?"
me."
"Well," explained Clarke, "before he
Vera was leaning forward listening.
got a motorcar lie promised the usual
"Did Mr. Seeley leave in the boats?"
a
Has
"He
Revolver."
number of people that he would take
she asked. "Was be hurt?"
And," he continued.
I tried to stop him from answering
knife. "Just enough to keep us from them out for runs.
by a gesture of my hand, but the man
starving. Here, McCann, Is your por- In tones of awe, "he actually kept his
promise to everyone of them." New
was gazing out over the port quarter,
tion."
and saw nothing.
He reached out and took what I York Evening Post.
"Seeley the second mate? No, he
handed him; then gave utterance to a
didn't get away. The same spar that
curse.
KIDNEY TROUBLE OFTEN
got me, caught him, and he never spoke
"My God t do you mean I am to
after that; seemed like a nice fellow,
breakfast on this half biscuit?" he exCAUSES SERIOUS BACKACHE
toa"
claimed angrily.
Ber face was like marble In the lamp
"On that, or on none at all," I anlight
swered, eyeing him sternly. "You
your back achea. and your blad
'Be was killed I Then It was be
haven't done so much work as to earn derWhen
and kidneys seem to be disordered,
cause be was killed he did not unlock
double rations. I give you the same as go to your nearest drug store and get a
my door;
am glad I know."
I take myself. AH we have is what is bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-RooIt
in this bag, and heaven knows when is a physician's prescription for ailments
She burled ber face In her hands.
kidneys
of
bladder.
the
and
ship."
meet
we
a
shall
and sat there motionless.
There was
has stood the test of years and hns
1
"Ship, h
We are not far from a Itreputation
nothing I could do, or say, for I had
for quickly and effectively
Long Island."
no conception as to what the man was
giving results in thousands ox cases.
"Two hundred miles at least and
to her lover, husband, father, friend?
This preparation so very effective, has
Truly only the last relationship ap ticularly pleasant about it; be had a with this Jury rig we should have to been placed on' sale everywhere. Get a
peared possible, for seemingly there way of showing that be rather resent make some wide tacks on that course. bottle, medium or large size, at your near- could be no closer ties between the ed my assumption of authority, and Take what I give you, man, and be de- est druggist.
However, if you wish first to test this
two. They were clearly not of the performed what I ordered with a de cent about it."
preparation send
cents to Dr. Kilmer
He grumbled something regarding & Co., Binghamton,ten N.
same class, yet the girl'a sorrow was liberation which was almost Insolent
Y., for a sample
However, he made no open revolt and his belief that I was keeping most ol bottlet When writing be sure and menevidently real and genuine.
,
To relieve my mind, I compelled Mc I thought it best not to anger the man the food for myself, but I broke in, de- tion this paper. Adv.
We worked steadily for termined to end the discussion:
Cann to pick up a panakln, which bad unnecessarily.
Drinking
Glasses.
Sterilize
enough.
your
"That's talk
Eat
hail
lodged under a thwart and ball out an hour, the fellow proving practically
Drinking cups and glasses used In
the boat Be crept about grumbling to useless, except to hand me the article biscuit the same as we do, and be
himself, but did a fairly good Job. As required, or to throw bis weight on a thankful you have got that ; and when restaurants, nt soda fountains and othno water oozed in through the seams, rope's end. Vera succeeded In holding you come to the water, one swallow er places must be washed five minutes
we were soon floating with much the boat steady, although I thought the each will be all we are entitled to. Yon In boiling water containing a 5 per
cent solution of lye, according to regu
greater buoyancy, the planking under weight of the waves Increased as hear me?"
"Yes, I hear yon ; bnt who In thun- lations promulgated by the California
though we were on the outer edge of
foot rapidly drying.
state board of health for the enforce
der are you?"
The night was dark and thick, but some storm.
"The only seaman on board, McCann, ment of the law governing the steriliI lashed an oar upright to a thwart,
without rain. My wet clothes clung
zation of drinking utensils. The Hew
to me In discomfort yet I had bracing It securely by ropes to oar- and the life of this young lady, as well American
Woman.
no reason to fear evil results, as the locks on either side; then secured the as your own, depends on my Judgment
air was warm, and the salt water had broken paddle handle as a spar, notch I am not seeking trouble with you, but
How's This ?
Its own virtue. It was a gray, ghastly ing the oar to give purchase, and rigged you will obey my orders while we art
We offer $100.00 for any case of catarrh
morning, the sky overcast the great up the tarpaulin, being compelled to afloat here, or take the consequences. that
cannot be cured by HALL'S
to secure it in position. That half biscuit is your ration ; eat It CATARRH MEDICINE.
surges bearing down upon us, ever rac- use rope-end- s
CATARRH MEDICINE Is taking toward our little cockleshell, ter- It was a rough Job, yet the stiff canvas or leave It as you please, but you'U enHALL'S
Internally and acts through the Blood
rifying in their aspect The sharp bow bellied out In the wind, and I was con- cut out the profanity, and I'll not on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Sold by druggists for over forty years.
of the dinghy rose to them buoyantly scious of a thrill of hope, as I crept warn you again."
Price 7Be. Testimonials free.
He was too great a coward to fores
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo, Ohio.
enough, but the broad expanse of trou- back to the stern sheets, grasped the
bled waters stretching all about the steering oar, and headed the boat Into the issue, and fell to munching his bis
All It Was Good For.
black, cloud shadows overhead, and the Bouthwest
cuit one hand gripping the gunwale,
Judge Why did you hurl this botas though he wished my throat was bethe little boat In which we were tossed,
tween his fingers. As I nibbled at my tle at the umpire?
CHAPTER VII
combined to bring to me a feeling akin
own small portion, watchful of his
Fan It was empty. Boston Globe.
to despair. The only hope was the
movements, and thinking of how best
I Enforce Authority.
possible overhauling of some passing
keep
to
Hawaii is the only place under Unita
fellow
the
at safe distance,
ship, but the lowering sky scarcely enScarcely had we taken this new
abled me to see clearly a hundred course when the sun, now well above the girl leaned toward me, and whis ed States control where the humble
cent is not used.
yards, even In the light of the gray the horizon, a red ball of fire, burst pered a word In my ear.
'He has a revolver. I saw the butt
through a rift in the clouds, and the
waters In our wake became a trail of In bis pocket, while he lay asleep In
crimson. The encircling mist seemed the bow. You wlU be careful, Mr. Bol
rent asunder by some invisible power, Us?"
'You need have no fear for me," 1
whirling away like wreaths of smoke
blown by the wind, and yielding us answered reassuringly, and ventured
broad view to where sky and ocean to touch her hand where It rested on
met Our straining eyes caught no- the thwart between us. "I have been
where a signal of lite or hope, no gleam a bucko mate, my lady, and learned
of distant soil, no black shadow of how to handle his kind. If he ever
smoke. We were alone In the drear draws a gun on me ont here, I'll tench
waste of water, with not even a speed him something be never learned yet In
ing seagull to break the dull vista of Wall street"
The hours of that day fairly dragged
warring sea and sky.
on
I forced myself to turn away from along, as we stared out dull-eye- d
the grim fascination, back to the boat the same vista of sea and sky. The
girl
avoiding
talked,
as
and
much
as . Our boys are going
sunk
I
In which we floated. McCann had
"Over the top"
down abaft the Jury mast and rested possible all reference to our situation. and into "No man's land" this spring.
there hanging over the side, staring and the fate of the yacht our conver- No one has any doubt of their ability
moodily down Into the green water. sation drifting here and there. We to get there. There will also be a
His heavy face exhibited no Interest spoke of books, of art, of drama, and spring drive on this side of the ocean,
and looked almost brutal In the garish she exhibited even a wider range of because March Is the year's "blue MonIt is the most fatal month of Ue
light Lord, how the appearance of knowledge on these subjects than I day."
Could this be possessed, while her comments were year. March and April is a time when
the man had changed!
resistance
is at lowest ebb. It
the same fellow I had played cards keen and original not pedantic, nor is a trying usually
season for the "run-down- "
with,
on the quarterdeck of the Esmer bookish In any way, but the outspoken
man. But medical science steps in, and
SiT"gpg-- "
young
Inwomanhood.
alda only two days before? Why, then frankness of
says, "it need not be"
We should culhe had been the Ufe of the company, deed, she was wholesome all through, tivate a love of health, a sense of refull of humor, a bit rough in speech to ber face a mirror of her nature, her sponsibility for the care of our bodies.
be sure, and drinking more than was eyes reflecting back each mood. Never Do not allow the machinery of the body
necessary, yet apparently a good fel- before had I met one of her sex so to clog. Put the stomach and liver in
It Was a Gray, Ghastly Morning.
proper condition.
Take Dr. Pierce's
low. But now why, he actually had deeply interesting, so unconventional
Golden Medical Discovery, to be had at
dawn. A rescuing Teasel might easily the aspect of a brute; aye, and like- and plain-spokemost drug stores in tablet or liquid
single
one.
A
pass us by within a quarter of a mile wise the manners of
form, tablets sixty-cent- s
a vial, comunseen, nor bad wo any means of at- night of danger and exposure had sufposed of native herbs. This puts the
The castaways are sighted by
tracting attention. I confess that sit- ficed to bring to the surface his true
stomach and liver In proper condition.
a strange ship which takes them
Xou may be plodding along, no spring,
ting there In loneliness, staring about character, had stripped off the veneer,
aboard. Then their real advenno elasticity, no vim, but as soon as you
Into the grim expanse of fog and sea, I and proven him a bullying coward. Inbegins.
ture
have put the body Into its normal physifell Into a blue funk. Nor was I efficient and unwilling. I felt my teeth
cal
condition oiled the machinery, as
him,
but
looked
at
greatly heartened when the sun finally close tightly as I
it were you will find new vim, vigor
rose above the horizon, for It was no relief came when I turned toward the
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
vitality within you. A little "pep,"
and
more than a sullen red glow, barely girl, seated near me. She must have
and we laugh and live. Try it now.
visible through the clouds of vapor, felt the lntentness with which I reRight One to Switch.
Send Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., 10c. for
and only rendering more ghastly than garded ber, for she turned suddenly, a
Irate Parent I warned yon boys, trial package. A little energy will save
flush sweeping her cheeks.
ever the heaving leagues of ocean.
and now I'm going to switch yon for the day. The prime necessity of life Is
health. With spirit and energy you
My glance turned downward to my
"Isn't it wonderful, Mr. Hollín, the making such a racket
nave
power to force yourself into
companions la the boat McCann still way those clouds ana waves mena
Bobby Well, switch Johnny; we're action.theThe
Golden Medical Discovery
slept with head Uowed on bis ina, Lronder, aw a marvelous maaslur of niasrlnz rala and he's the locomotive
Is the spring tonic which you need,

II
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GERMANS TAKE

LUCKY STRIKE
CIGARETTE
IN

DUTCH YIELD TO AMERICAN AND
BRITISH DEMANDS AND WILL
TURN OVER SHIPS.

a year it has become

the man's

cig-

arette for the men who are

working over here, and
fighting over there.
The reason? Because
it's made of Burley pipe
tobacco and because

IT'S TOASTED

2lf
j

Guaranteed

Cifi

NIKOLAYEV CITY

bjr""

ar

JAPAN STILL UNDECIDED
PRESIDENT
WILSON EXPECTED
TO DEFINE STAND ON SLAV
SITUATION IN ADDRESS.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
London, March 18 The Germani

have occupied Nlkolayev, in addition
to Odessa, according to a Reuter dispatch from Petrograd. Both Odessa
and Nlkolayev were taken without
lighting. The fleet at Odessa had fled
to Sebastopol. The Germans Immediately suppressed the Soviets in both
cities and seized the naval yards at
Nikolayev. The German advance continues in the direction of Kherson.
The first train direct from Berlin arrived at Odessa Saturday.

His Aimless Joke.

That all misfortune Is only relative
Is Indicated by the philosophy of the
armless. imin who, for many years, has
been carrying "copy" from a downtown news ngency to the uptown news-

papers at night. An editor on his way
to his midnight luncheon had washed
his hands when he discovered thnt the
towel was missing.
As the nrinless
"copy" carrier passed he heard the edsay
something more forceful than
itor
elegant.
"Vou ought to be like me,
and then you wouldn't need uny
towel," said the armless one, laughing
contentedly.
New York Times.
Better Than His Press Agent.
"George Washington was a most
truthful man."
"I have nhvn.vs thought so. An evidence of his truthfulness Is the fact
that he never gave liny personal indorsement whatever to that cherry
tree story."

If

n man would have a good
It is tip to him to make good.

Washington.
cluding those

Eighty-fiv- e
names, in
of nine officers one
killed In action, one in an accident
and seven slightly wounded were
contained in the casualties list issued

Saturday

by

the War Department.

Congress
Moscow. The
Soviets has ratified the peace
agreement with Germany by a large
majority. The opposition, notably the
of

Social Revolutionaries of the left, made
valiant, but futile, effort to prevent
the acceptance of the treaty, which
was characterized by the minister ot
Justice as being

and
He stated that the Social Revolu
tionary party repudiated the responsiShock.
More Data Wanted.
bility for the acceptance of the treaty,
"At the restaurant the other night
He (after the proposal) I'm getting would resign from the government and
George asked Misa Wrlnk how she $2,000 a year.
Now, dearest, what It devote all its power and Influence to
would like a little wild duck.
the least you think you can live on the organization of armed resistance
"What did she answer?"
yearly?
to German imperialism.
"She changed color, and said, 'Oh,
She Well, how much credit can yon
this Is so sudden I' and fainted."
get? Boston Transcript.
Washington.
First Intimations from
It Is a pessimistic cuss Indeed who
More than 44,000,000 acres of coal official sources that President Wilson
does not expect that the future will land In 14 states of the United States might soon make a statement bearing
on the Russian debacle came Saturbe as kind as the past.
are to be opened In 1918.
day when it was stated that the PresIn his close study of the situaident
Peru was the first country to add InThese days It Is not always
tion hag got to the point where he Is
struction In aviation to its public
for a fellow to be an
thinking ot such a course.
school curriculum.
German spy to deserve hanging.
There is no official indication of the
medium the President will choose or
when he will choose it, but It Is generally believed that as usual be will
direct his statement to the world
through an address to a joint session
Work in Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada ot Congress.
Premier Terauchl and Foreign MinFARMING IW MAN POWER NECESSARY
ister Motono told parliament at Tokio
TO WW THE BATTLE FOB LIBERTY
nothing had
decided upon with
The Food Controllers of the United States and Canada are asking for reference to been
the Siberian situation.
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are avail- The military situation has reached a
able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest
Upon the state of perfected preparedness.
efforts of the United States and'Canada rests the burden of supply.
McAdoo Issues Plea to Labor.
Eviry Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute; Every Available
Washington.
Secretary McAdoo
Farmer and Farm Hand Must Assist
called on American labor not to obWestern Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power ject if the nation's war policy of con
serving credit results in curtailing
is short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for more men for seedbuilding operations, but to seek some
ing operation.
other kind of employment If necesCanada's Wheat Production Last Year was 225,000,000 Bushels; the sary, an a patriotic duty.
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,009 Bushels
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs NEW ARMY FACES AMERICANS.
the men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can Twelve Teuton Flyers Brought Down
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
In Battle.
States developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada. WhenParis, March 18. Active artillery
ever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
fighting on the Verdun front and in
we want to direct him there.
the Woevre is reported in the official
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can communication. The text of the statement reads: "There was intermittent
best serve the combined interests.
activity by the artillery on the right
Western Canada's help will be required not later than April Sth. Wages bank of the Meuee
(Verdun front) and
to competent help, 50.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
In the Woevre. A German raid in the
Those who respond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages, sector of Fllrey was repulsed. A Gergood board and find comfortable homes. They will get a rate of one cent man raid in Lorraine was repulsed,
and a large number of bombs have
a mile from Canadian boundary points to destination and return.
(
dropped by French aviators.
r For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had been
are sugInteresting possibilities
U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
apply to:
gested by the revelation in Saturday's
German official statement that a new
German army group has been created
on the front in nortL-r- n
France.
bombed
A British air squadron
Zweibrucken says the British official
occasional slight stimulation.
Small Put Small
report on aviation. The report says:
Dose, Small
were
"Twelve
hostile machines
Price
brought down and seven others were
Great in
ICarteM
of
out
control.
None
down
of
driven
its Good
correct
our machines is missing."
Work X
WTTLE I
The British casualties reported for
the week ending March 16 numbered

Restored Me To Complete
r
i.i
neaitti

r

I Have
Been In
The Best
Of Spirits
Since, And
Feel That I
Owe My

Health To
Peruna

Mr. C. N. Petersen, dealer In fln.
boots, shoes and cigars, 132 S. Main
8t, Council Bluffs, la., writes: "1
cannot tell you how much good Peruna has done me. Constant confinement In my store began to tell on my
health and I felt that I was gradually breaking down. I tried several
remedies prescribed by my physician,
but obtained no permanent relief
until I took Peruna. I felt better Immediately and five bottles restored me
to complete health. I have been la
the best of spirits since, and feel that
I owe my health to it."
Our booklet, telling you how to keep
well, free to all. The Peruna Co.,
Columbus, Ohio.
Those who object to liquid media
oinos oan now procuro Peruna Tab
lets.

Swift & Company
Publicity

The Hague. After a cabinet council lasting into the night, the government cabled to London a message
which, according to reliable information, probably will lead to satisfactory
conclusion of the shipping difficulty.
An Amsterdam dispatch on Saturday
said it had been learned on excellent
authority that the Dutch government,
had accepted the demand of the entente allies relating to the ifse of
Dutch ships in the danger zone.

Five Bottles Peruna

At a recent hearing of the Federal Trade Commission there
was introduced correspondence taken from the private files of
Swift & Company .which showed that the Company had been considering for some time an educational advertising campaign.
The need for this publicity has been apparent to us for several years. The gross misrepresentation to which we have
recently been subjected has convinced us that we should no longer
delay in putting before the public the basic facts of our business,
relying on the
of the American people.
The feeling against the American packer is based largely on
g
the belief that the income and
of the producer and
consumer are adversely affected by the packers' operations,
resulting in unreasonably large profits.
Swift & Company's net profit is reasonable, and represents
an insignificant factor in the cost of living.
For the fiscal year 1917 the total sales and net profit of Swift
& Company were as follows:
fair-mindedn- ess

well-bein-

Sales

$875,000,000. i
Profit
$34,650,000.

I

This is equivalent to a $3,465. profit on a business of $87,500.
..... ...
Tf Cinift Jt,
n .
n
U.Ju uwuc- iiu jyiuui
tui, me came raiser
vuuiujr
would have
I

1

received only
of a cent per pound more for his
cattle, or the consumer would have saved only
of a cent per
pound on dressed beef.
one-eigh- th

Win the War by Preparing the Land

Swift & Company, U.

S. A.

Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops

As Age Advances the Liver Requires

r.

rjT

V.

SB

CARTER'S
LITTLE LIVER PILLS
CONSTIPATION

I

GmabM
Itiimturs

Colorless or Pale Faces ?hTb"dd
condition which will be greatly helped by

8,562.

M

the5?ceof "?ta

Carter S 11011 PlilS

HORSE SALE DISTEMPER

Tou know
when you sell or buy through the sales
you have aboutthat
ons chance tn fifty to escapa 8AÍ.B STABLE
DISTEMPER.
SPOHN'S" U your true protection, your
only safeguard, for as sure as you treat all your horses
with It. you will soon be rid of the disease. It acts as a
sure preventive, no matter hbw they are "exposed.
SO cents and SI a bottle; S5 and $10 dosen bottles, at all
good druggists, horas goods houses, or delivered by the
manufacturers.
gPOUN MEDICAL CO Masmfactnrers, Goshca, lad, V.A.

Cohen Found Guilty as Nolan Robber.
Denver. Philip Cohen, Fort Morgan fruit merchant, was convicted by
a jury in the District Court at Brighton ot having robbed Mrs. Irene Nolan,
wife of Harry T. Nolan, of $3.400
worth of diamonds at the Model road-hous- e
on the morning ot Jan. 2, while
she was with the Rev.G. J. Burke.
Cyclone Destroys Australian City.
Brisbane, Australia. Most of the
houses In Innisfail have been demolished by a cyclone.

Too Much.
A playwright and an actor were In
conversation when the former, who
has been none too successful of lute,
exclaimed gloomily:
"People will praise my work after I
am dead."
"Well," said the actor, in a consoling tone, "perhaps you are light, but
tlon't you think it's a great deal of
sacrifice to make for a little praise?"
Everybody's Magazine.
'

Good Subject.
"What are that couple over at yonder table scrapping about?"
"I think, sir, they're fighting over
the war bread."

Important to Mothers

Of Course.
"He entered the aviation corps."
"Wanted a chance to rise quickly,
presume?" '

FRECKLES

I

Examine carefully every bottle oi
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy Now Is Ut Time to Git Rid of Tfcesc Uglj
There'e no longer the slightest need ot
for infants and children, and see that it
fee Una ashamed of your freckles, aa- the
Bears the
o thine
double strength
is guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Signature of
Simply get an ounce of o thine double
tren g:t h from your druggist, and apply a
in use for Over 30 Years.
little of It night and morning and you should
Smile on wash day. That's when you use
oon
even the worst freckle have
Bed Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria begun seeto that
disappear, while the lighter onea
now. All rocen. Adv.
have vanished entirely.
It ia seldom that
more than one ounce Is needed to completely
Quite a Record.
clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear
The Gulf stream Is more rapid than complexion.
Too True.
Be aure to ask for the double strength oth-In- e,
Kllen "Cheer up, old top, you'll get the Amazon, more impetuous than the
Is sold under guarantee of money
her jet." Lee "You're always look- Mississippi, and its volume more than back asif this
it falla to remove freckles.Adv.
1,000 greater.
ing on the dark side." Panther.
The man with a good appetite tie ver
In New Zealand the men outnumber
New Hampshire was the first state wastes time speculating on the elethe women by many thousands.
to establish n railroad commission.
ments of war bread.

How to Make Oatmeal Bread
Healthful to Eat Saves the Wheat
cup flour
1 cups corn meal
1 teaspoon salt
6 teaspoons Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
2 tablespoon Miftr
1

cup cooked oatmeal or rolled
oats
2 tablespoons shortening
1 V cups milk
No eggs
1

Sift together flour, corn meal, salt, be king- - powder and sugar.
Add oatmeal, melted shortening and milk. Bake in greased
shallow pan in moderate oven 40 to 45 minutes.

This wholesome bread is easily and quickly made with the aid of

Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
If used three times a week in place of white bread by the
22 million families in the United States, it would save more
than 900,000 barrels of flour a month.
New Red, Whit and Blue booklet, "Best War Time Recipes", containing many other recipes for making delicious and whotetomt
wheat saving foods, mailed free.

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER,

1013 Independence

BouWd, (licito

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR

Estancia

News-Heral- d

Pablished'everr Thursday
I. A.

CONSTANT.Editorand Owner.

KntArnd

907, la th
the Act of

n HMnnd class matter JanMlrT 11,
pontoffl oo at Batanóla. N. U.. andar
UoonTflRnor Haroh 8. iwi.

$i.60 per year in advance

PROGRESSO
Special Correspondence.

CEDARVALE
Special Correpondence.

We are having good attendance
each Sunday at Sunday school,

Bob Hileman, Frank and M. P.
Tonkinson and Will Smith were
Willard visitors last Friday.
Frank Tonkinson returned to
Raton Tuesday, after visiting
his parents, M. P. Tonkinson and
wife.
J. E. Hinman of Estancia, E.
L. Smith and Laurence Bledsoe
of Willard spent last Sunday
with H. D. Smith.
The Pinos Mountain Literary
Society gave a pie supper last
Friday night.
The proceeds
were $8.10.
Bob Hileman sold his ranch
last week to Frank Tonkinson.
Bob will leave this week for Morrison, Oklahoma, to help care for
his fatber who is in poor health.
Mrs. Hileman and children will
remain here for a while.

Howard Payne

and

family

called on Guy Beedle and family

Sunday afternoon.
There will be preaching by
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
Rev.. Waltz of Estancia at the
school house Friday evening.
Dr. A. W. ROBERTS The ladies of Progresso organized
Tahoka,
Tex.
From
a Red Cross Society last Wednes
Veterinary Surgeon
day afternoon.
Following are
Estancia, N. M.
the names of members: Mr. and
Let me save your stock. Calls answer-da- Mrs. G. C. Mulkey, Mr. and Mrs.
or night. Phone So.
C. M. Pearce, Mrs.' Howard
daughter Mildred,
Torrance County Abstract Co. Payne and
Mrs. N. A. Jones, Mrs. H. G.
A. R. POOL, Manager
Staley, Mrs. George Meyers,
N. MEX. Mrs. B. E. Piggott, Mrs. M. J.
ESTANCIA.
Ray
Blanch Riddels,
Fifteen years experience as an Ab- White,
stracter. See us before placing your Elliston and Claude Wright. We
guaranteed.
orders. Satisfaction
expect more members soon. Of
ficers are: Chairman, Mrs. L. M.
D. S. KING
Pearce; Secretary, Mrs. M. J.
Whité; Treasurer Mrs. N. A.
County Srveyor
Jones.
Agrimensor de Condado
Mr. Strong, our county agent,
Mcintosh. N.M.
and Mr. Wallace held a farmers
meeting in Progresso Tuesday,
the object being to plan to exW. H. MASON
terminate the prairie dog. The
above named gentlemen are comPhysician and Optician
ing back this week to put their
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
plan into execution.
Office
N.M.
Estancia,
Dr. Ottosen was called down
North Main St..
Sunday night to see Euell Wright
who is suffering with stomach
trouble.
Amble
Mrs. Staley called on Mrs.
Physician and Surgeon
Jones Monday afternoon.
Treating
Office practice and consultation.
oi Ryes and Fittiug of (tlasces a Specialty.
S. DeVaney is hauling beans
Office at Drug Store
to Willard this week.
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.
Pierce Mourfield and Mr. Ward
passed through Progresso
to the woods to cut
posts.
FRED H. AYERS
B. E. Piggott and family, Mr.
and Mrs. C. M. Pearce, Blanche
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Riddels, Willie Mae Wright and
Of See honre 9 :ff a m to 4 :80p m
Ray Elliston visited with Mrs.
NEW MEXICO
Geo. Myers.
ESTANCIA.
Subscription

y

C.J.

e.

LUCY '

B. Ewlng1

Special Correspondence.

DENTIST

Mr- - and Mrs. Arthur Jarvis are
ESTANCIA - - NEW MEX.
Sometimes out of town first of week, visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Jarvis has
but always in Estancia office Fridays M. A. Maloney.
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building just been released from the reg

W. DRAYTON WASSON
Attorney at Law
Will practice in all Courtsof New Mexico
ESTANCIA

NEW MEX.

RESTAURANT

ular army on account of his
wife's health. He was stationed
at Camp Beauregard, La.
Mr. C. E. Hale is to leave soon
for Fontiac, Kansas.
He has
been wanting to get nearer high
school and near the scenes of his
boyhood.

MOUNTAINAIR

From the Independent.

Mrs. C; J. Amble received
word last week from her sister

Winnie in Arizona, of the death
of the
The
little one had suffered greatly
from rheumatism and complicaOn account of illness in
tions.
the Amble home, Mrs. Amble
could not go to her sister, but
Mrs. Booth, the mother, went to
the daughter's from Albuquerque.

Mrs. Hale has turned into the
Cross the first com
pleted knitting, being a pair of
socks. Not only is she worthy
of praise for this work, but also
for the greater fact that she has
two sons in training camps and a
third classihed in Class 1, expect
ing the call with the next quota.
Surely some of our homes are
giving more than their bit.
John Berkshire of Estancia is
in town today, looking over our
city. He is agreeably surprised
at the growth thereof, since his
last visit here, and commented
on the business done here.
An exchange of property was
effected yesterday, whereby J
A. Cooper becomes the owner of
the south half of section 34,
township 4 north of range 7 east,
and lUdgar (J. Ingraham secures
property in the J. A. Cooper
Addition to Mountainair, and a
Studebaker automobile.
C. L. Riley of Estancia passed
through
Mountainair Sunday
evening, enroute home from El
Paso, where he had been to dispose of his beans grown last
year.
local Red

Claude Estes has quit school
and is in charge of the Howard
Payne ranch.
Louis Vick has
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof gone to the eastern part of the
state for some of Mr. Payne's From the Enterprise.
Cakes and Pies
cattle.
J. R. WASH.
R. F. Ballard of Roswell is out
Mr. Ludlow of Mountainair, looking after bis ranch which is
T.
filled his regular appointment about 35 miles northwest of here.
The preaching
here bunday.
General
R. C. Dillon made a business
service was held before Sunday
Wagon Yard
school as he had other pressing trip to Albuquerque Monday.
All Kinds of Feed
work at Mountainair.
John Utely who left for Albu
Land for Sale
Chilíli, N. M.
Misses Naomi and Donnie Ad querque a week or so ago to enMonday.
dington
school
visited
Also V on right hip
gage in work, was taken sick
cross on right shoul- These ladies are anxious to be in
der, XX on left hip. school again and if Mr. Adding- - and returned home Sunday. We
Ranr-- 6 miles north ton gets the section here they are in hopes he will recover soon.
i mile west oi Lucy. will be quite near the school
Notify Mrs. S. A.
We learn that Miss Irene Sul- Edmonds & Sons. house.
lins of Springfield, Mo., has come
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above
Mrs. Leslie Adams has been to spend the summer with her
Dranas strayed trom range.
quite sick. She had several chills
last week and has not been able aunt, Mrs. L. P. Shinck.
to do her work.
Sevreal tons of cottonseed cake
been shipped to the Lucy
have
Norton
Rhoads
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Agent for
are living in Lucy again. Mr. ranchmen by G. W. Bond and
Rhoads is doing section work on Bro. Mercantile Co. recently.
Chili and Short Orders

Pigola Bread

Raymond

ENCINO

Sanchez

Merchandise

e

eiias, Sawey

CONTINENTAL

OILS

AND GAS
R. B.

eeeHKANB

Shoe and Harness
Repairing
All work guaranteed

Shop on North Main Street
Estancia,

New Mexico

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Notice is hereby given that a document
purporting to be the last will and testament of Annie M. Ayers deceased,
and late of Torrance County, New
Mexico, has been filed for probate as
provided for by law and that the date
fixed for the hearing in the probating
of the said will is .May Oth, 1918, and
any and all persons interested therein
or having any objections to the probating of the said will are notified to
present their claims before that date
or to present them in open court at ten
o'clock in the forenoon on that day.
JULIAN SALAS,
"ounty Clerk,
Torrance County, New Mexico.

of the past week has
started the grass and weeds
growing so that the outlook for
lambing is good.
H. A. Ballard is surveying off
a new addition to the townsite on
the south side of the track this
week. This is one more indication that Encino intends to grow.
The baby of Mr. and Mrs. R.
D. Bachicha has been sick for
several days.
Frank Clark, cattle inspector,
was here this week inspecting
brands on a shipment of cattle.
C. B. Cook had the misfortune
while finishing a well for Andres
Arretche, of getting the well
drill caught at a depth of some
370 feet.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Overstreet
are the proud parents of twin
girls born March 12, weights being four and six pounds respectively.
Miss Mary Behrens, the postmistress, visited with friends at
the Bigbee ranch Tuesday night.
There was an interesting meeting of the Red Cross last Saturday at the church.
About ten
members were present and the
yarn received was distributed
goods
and .the ready-to-wethat had been knitted by the society here were turned in for
shipment, there being seven pairs
of wristlets, three sweaters and
five pairs of socks.
weather

WILLARD

From the Record

Contractor Mitchell is here
again this week, and from all indications, he will be busy on concrete work for the next three
months, as the building fever
has hit Willard again with the
opening of spring.
He has a
contract for building a concrete
sidewalk, and other miner improvements for the Willard Mercantile Co. The Hanlon Mercantile Co. has also let the contract
for the building of the concrete
floor on their light plant. Mr.
Mitchell says several are figuring
on sidewalks and other substantial improvements, and that two
or three houses will probably be
erected this year in Willard.
Mrs. Sarah Scaggs died last
Thursday night March 7th, at 11
p. m., at the home of her daughter, Mrs. W. P. Hanna.
Burial
was in the Willard cemetery on
Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Scaggs
was 77 years or age.
Homer L. Bost and May Wood
were quietly married at Estancia
last Saturday. The young couple
have the best wishes of their
many friends in Willard.
Noticia.
Torreón, N. M.

Estoy listo para serró guardianilla
para el primer Lunes de Abril deste
Ano de 1918, por Mpri Padia Ha finado

N. M. C. Time Table.

sy

.MORI ART Y

From the Moriarty

Messenger.

Mrs. R. H. Harper and Crum
left Monday on an extended
visit with relatives in Illinois.
Two emigrant cars were un
loaded this week one by Dick
Dean, brother of the Dean boys,
and T. W. Beck of Jack county,
Texas.
The Georgia Minstrels who are
touring the state in the interests
of the Red Cross have placed
Moriarty on their itineracy
through the earnest solicitation
of the business men of the town.
This is one of the best negro
troupes on the road. Watch for
the date in next issue.

Mr. Payne of Progresso bought
some cattle of Tom Barton and
Freddie Browne, which are at
the "halfway" ranch.
Gorman Overstreet left Tues
day afternoon for Mountainair to
take his brother's place with the
Willard Mercantile Co. of that
place for a short time.
Albert Love living about
twelve miles from town, had the
misfortune to lose a nice horse
this week from accidental overfeeding.
Bruce Conner bought some
yearlings of H. W. Mejton for
May 1st delivery.
Jose Gonzales of Santa Fe, in
spector of the New Mexico Sheep
Sanitary Board for Santa Fe
county and that portion of Torrance county lying north of the
Belen Cut-ofhas been in the
southern part of his district during the past ten days looking
after the sanitary condition of
Mr. Gonzales
reports
sheep.
k
of
that the recent
sheep scab involving several
Enherds in the neighborhood of
cino, has been nearly cleaned up
and that dipping will be finished
in a few davs.
Sheeo are said
to be in good tlesh and the warm i
f,

out-brea-

A FAVORITE

FOR

tt:::::::::.

EASIER

Notice

a

ATTACK.

When you have a bilious attack your
liver fails to perform its functions.
You become constipated.
The food
you eat ferments in your stomach inThis inflames the
stead of digesting.
stomach and causes nausea, vomiting
and a terrible headache.
Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They will tone up
your liver, clean out your stomach and
you will soon be as well as ever. They
cost only a quarter.
adv

If you want good furniture at the right price, see

The Valley Furniture Co.
Will be pleased to show you,

And always welcome

estancia, n. m.

'

the railroad.
J. B. White and choir are pre
paring some extra music for
Every one is invited to
Easter.
the services.
G. F. Cobb has sold his place
to F. B. Austin and will leave for
Mr. Cobb has
Missouri soon.
been with us for several years
but says he wants to go where
he can raise lota of corn and hogs
and have an abundance of fruit.
We will give them a year in
which to return to the Sunshine
State.

REMEDÍ

C01DS.

J. L. Easley, Macon, 111., in speaking
Northbound No. 1, Daily.
9:05 A.M. of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy says,
Torrance
S:3S
During the past fifteen years it has
Cedarvale
'
10:18
been my sister's favorite medicine, for
Progresso
H:00 "
colds on the lungs. I myself have
Willard
'
11:34
( Arrive
taken it a number of times when sufEstanca
M.
P.
12:01
Leave.!!.....
fering with a cold and it always re12:24
adv
lieved me promptly. "
Mcintosh
"
12:54
Moriarty
"
1:38
Department of the Interior,
Stanley
"
2:42
Kennedy
United States Land Office.
"
3:55
Santa Fe
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Marck 7, 1918.
Southbound No. 2, Daily.
Notice is hereby given that the State
11:00 A.M.
Santa Fe
the provisions
under
Mexico,
New
of
12:10 P. M.
Kennedy
the Act of Congress of June 21,
" of
1910,
20,
and the Acts
1898, and June
lai
and amendatory 'there
" supplementary
2:20
Moriarty
to, has made application tor the fol" lowing described unappropriated public
2:45
Mcintosh
"
3:20
Estancia
as indemnity school lands.
" lands
4:00
Willard
Sec. 29, T.
8218, 035341,
List
" 5 N, Range 11 E., N.NWJf
4:35
ProgresBO
M. P. M.
"
5:15
Cedarvale
The purpose of this notice is to allow
'
'.
6 :50
Torrance
all persons claiming the land adversely,
or desiring to show it to be mineral in
Notice for Publication.
character, an opportunity to file obIn the District Court of Torrance Coun- jections to such location or selection
ty, State of New Mexico.
with the register and receiver of the
Mountainair State Bank, Plaintiff,
United States Land Office at Santa Fe,
vs.
New Mexico, and to establish their inJ. H. Latham, Defendant,
terest therein, or the mineral character
Number 794 Civil.
thereof.
To the defendant J. H. Latham: You
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
are hereby Lotified that the above
Register, U. S. Land Office
styled cause is pending against you in
the District Court of Torrance County,
DUE TO CONSTIPATION.
DESPONDENCY
State of New Mexico, and that your
Women often becomes nervous and
property has been attached, and that
When this is due to condespondent.
the names of the parties to the said stipation it is easily corrected by takof
Bank
State
Mountainair
are
suit
ing an occasional dose of Chamberlain's
New Mexico, plaintiff,
Mountainair,
Tnese tablets are easy to
and J. H. Latham defendant; and that Tablets.
adv
and pleasant in effect.
take
to
are
action
objects
of
general
the
the
recover costs of suit and principal, in
terest, and attorney's fees due from MAKE WORK
you to plaintiff according to the terms
of certain notes signed by you and de
That Estancia People Are Pleased to
livered by you to the plaintiff.
the amount of plaintiff's claim is
Learn How It Has Been
$6,998.15 and costs of suit.
Done.
That the name of plaintiff's attorney
It's pretty hard to attend to duties
and his postoffice and business address
With a constantly aching back;
is Fred H. Ayers,
Estancia, New
With annoying urinary disorders.
Mexico.
Doan's Kidney Fills make work easYou are further notified that unless
you enter your appearance in said ier for many a sufferer.
They're for bad backs.
cause on or before the 18th day of
For weak kidneys.
April, 1918, and unless you appear at
Here is convincing proof of merit.
that return day, judgment will be ren
Mrs. Philip White, Box 66, Vaughn,
dered against you in said cause by de
fault and your property sold to satisfy N. Mex , says: "I had a bad case of
kidney trouble and I thought nfy back
the judgment.
If I tried to
would never stop aching.
(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS,
Clerk of the District Court of Torrance bend over to wash sharp pains caught
me in my back and I became awfully
County, State of New Mexico.
My kidneys at times were in
dizzy.
bad condition and I usually felt tired
THE PNEUMONIA
SCAS0N.
out and run down. As I had heard
The cold, damp weather of March
about Doan's Kidney Pills, I decided
seems to be the most favorable for the to try them.
I received fine relief
Now is the time to
pneumonia germ.
after I had taken a few doses and
be careful.
Pneumonia often re- about one box entirely removed the
The quicker a cold trouble."
sults from a cold.
is gotten rid of the less the danger.
Price 60c, at all dealers Don't simAs soon as the first indication of a cold ply ask for a kidney remedy get
appears take Chamberlain's Cough Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Remedy.
As to the value of this
Co.,
preparation, ask anyone who bas used Mrs. White had. Foster-Milbour- n
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
adv
adv
it.

murió en Marzo 17 del Ano de 1917.
José A. Padia, Guardian.
A BILIOUS

COUCH

CHAMBERLAIN'S

m neasons !

9

W'iv vou should use
Cardui,
the
woman's
tonic, for your troubles,
have been shown in
thousands of letters from
actual users of this medicine, who speak from
Íiersonal experience. byli
obtained
other women for go many
uavc uccil . lull- iwua
formly good w!.y not
give Cardui a trial?

ENCINO STATE BANK
ENCINO,
NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL 25,000.00

Does a general banking business. Live stock loans it specialty. We invite
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.--

Take

BHRNET FREILINGER

CMMI

The Land Man

He Buys and Sells Real

The Woman's Tonic

Mrs. Mary J. Irvin, of
Va., writes:
11 years ago, I
suffered untold misery
with female trouble, bearing-down
pains, headache, numbness
I
would gi for three weeks
almost bent double . . .
My husband went to Dr.
for Cardui . . .
After taking about two
bottles I began going
around and when I took
three bottles I could do
all my work."
ESQ

Cuiten,
"About

...

Estate and

ESTflNeia,

N.

M.

Live Stock
-

OG

0
o
0
0

Neal Jenson

U.'

0

S. Commissioner

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted,
Fire. Life. Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.

(L

Estancia, New Mexico

c

HOB

J
0

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST
For long term farm loans see
H. V. Lipe.
Seed potatoes for sale. K. E.
SVingfleld.

For Sale, yearling and
Hereford Bulls. The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.
M.

For sale, sheet iron heater,
See Dr. C. E.
sofa and chairs.
Ewing.
Mares for sale, on time with
security. Fred H.
approved
Ayers, Estancia, N. M.
Walter Pace can sell you tractors, plows, discs, harrows, etc.,
See him
of the latest models.
and get prices,
W. M. Garland and a number
of his neighbors raised some
white beans last year. They
have 15,000 to 20,000 pounds
among them. Mr. Garland tells
us that they yielded almost as
well as the pintos, but they shatter worse and the bugs work on
them worse.
31618. I received today and
hold for sale 5,000 pounds feed
corn and 600 pounds nice, good,
clean seed wheat. Juan C
Phone Torreón.
Jar-amill-

oil stove. -For sale,
Hotel Texas.
Car bulk corn to arrive about
25th. Fred L. Burruss.
C. L. Higday returned last Friday from his Kansas trip.
Miss Saunders of Globe, Arizona, is visiting Mrs. Lasater.
v
V. E. Bréese came in last
and will henceforth call this
his home.
Paul Dean has bought the Clay
Keen ranch twenty miles east of
Estancia.
Fred Ayers has bought the
Richard I. Sanders place, two
miles south of Esand one-hatancia.
We have something new ar- Call and look
rivincr pvprv Hftv.
over our stock. Estancia Millinery Co.
W. W. Ward and several others
from the Rattlesnake neighborhood were in Estancia on bus
iness last Saturday.
Dr. Mason continues to improve slowly. He and Mr. Mason and Forrest plan to start for
California by auto shortly.
The play to have been given
Friday evening at the Pastime
by Moriarty home talent club
has been postponed and will be
given at some future time.
W C. firant. Ernest Duke.
Jesse Shirley, Ernest Hoover,
Mrs. Oguvie, are reported to
have lost cows recently from
various causes principally in
calving.
Fri-da-

lf

Thn MnTntonh R.ri Cross will
give a pie supper Friday evening,
Niimhprs will he criven
Anril f
with each supper ticket good in a
drawing for a nice quilt, uet in
the game and help the Red
Cross.

The Epworth League will meet
Sunday evening promptly at 7:15
o'clock and close promptly at 8
o'clock, giving the people time
to attend the preaching service
at the Baptist church. Rev.
It is surely spring but there
Hinman will lead the meeting.
may be some more winter. YesEverybody will be welcomed
terday evening there was a thunW. J. Waltz.
derstorm accompanied by a conThe letter which came here siderable fall of hail. It is snowtelling a story of the death of ing in the mountains today.
Kenneth Mathews, which was
W. C. Kemp and daughter
sent to the Dostoffice inspector in
charge at San Antonio, Texas, Thelma and son Russell arrived
was by him turned over to Lieut. last Saturday from Lexington,
Col. Thomas Duncan, A. S. S. C. , Oklahoma. Mrs. Kemp and Miss
Kelly Field, "for his information Merle will arrive in a few days.
and such action as he may desire
The family will make their home
to take."
here.
The goods for the new novelty
The father and brother of Mrs.
buildand
the
store are ordered
are here
ing is being put in 3hape. If Charley Gutterman
shipments are not delayed we looking after some property here.
should be ready to begin by the Mr. Gutterman's friends will be
first of the month or soon after. glad to hear that he has entirely
We intend to specialize on small
articles not carried at other recovered and has gone to work
He is at Slayton, Texas.
Your patronage is so- again.
stores.
licited and we will do our best to
March 26, "Jim Bledsoe," 5 reels;
give satisfaction in goods and
comic, "Teddy at the Throtprices. Mrs. Nellie Armstrong.
Will Madole. one of the soldier
boys at Camp Kearney, wrote to
his folks last week that he and

others were leaving
He did not say where
there.
they were going very likely he
did not know. Later Yesterday
evening Mr. Madole received a
a telegram stating that the boys
would pass through Willard on
Several of
last night's train.
the family went down and had a
few minutes visit with Will while
the train was in the station. Mr.
Madole says he wouldn't have
He is much
known the boy.
heavier, straight as an arrow
and looks two or three inches
They were on the way
taller.
to New Jersey, but farther than
that he knew nothing. Will says
the squad was picked from the
camp and he thinks
whole
they are all men who have had
railroad experience.
forty-thre- e

March 30. "Bondage

of Fear," Ethel Clayton.

Pastime.

tle."

Pastime.

CHILDREN'S

DAY EXERCISES

State

RESOLUTIONS

To the M. E. Sabbath school
We beg to submit the follow

ing resolution:
Whereas, it has been the will
of our Heavenly Father to re
move from earth on the 28th of
January our dear little classmate
and friend, Jack Rayborn, who
had especially endeared himself
to us all by his loving, studious
and manly ways.
Resolved, that we wish to ex
tend to his family our deep sympathy in this hour of sorrow, and
commend them to the source of
all comfort Who said "I will not
leave you comfortless."
Resolved, that a copy of these
resolutions be spread upon the
minutes of the Sabbath school, a
copy be furnished the newspaper, and a copy be sent to the
family.
His Sabbath school teacher and
classmates.
Mrs. S. E Kemp and Class.
RESOLUTIONS

OF

RESPECT

Whereas our Heavenly Father
has seen fit to call from our
midst our beloved sister, Eleanor
Fenley; and whereas her worthy
deeds, endearing ways, joyous
and hopeful life are missed by
all who knew her,
Be it resolved that in the death
of Sister Fenley Stella Rebekah
Lodge No. 17 has lost a most
valuable, staunch and faithful
member, who was ever ready
and willing to answer the call of
duty.
Resolved that we extend to
the members of the bereaved
family our heartfelt sympathy in
the loss of a faithful and loving
wife and mother.
Resolved that our charter be
draped in mourning for a period
of 30 days, and that a copy of
these resolutions be sent to the
family, a copy furnished the
newspaper, and a copy spread
upon the minutes of the Lodge

Bank Report

No.

ma.

iü,im.07

Total Loans
Overdrafts, unsecured,
U. 8. Hoods owned arid

.1,6:10.17

(a) Value of banking house
(if unencumbered)
Furniture
and Fixtures
Net amouut
due from
5,655
National Ranks
Net amount due from re11,801).
serve banks
Exchanges for clearing house
Other checks on bankB in
the same ci ty or town as reporting bank
(a) Outside checks and
Other Cash Items
Coin and currency
Other assets, if any, accrued
interest, postage and

3,592.1

3,141.21

305.00
1,225.74

4,7:7.0

85.176.H6

Other time depositB
Tutal of time deposits,
(tí, 37
10,616.05
Items
Hills payable, including obligations
renreecutiuff
money borrowed

10.646.05

'

--

THÍÍT

I

Í

"

Hi

I

f--

Jj

SI 12.7 17.91

State of Now Mnxico. County of Torrance, ss :
We, J, N. Burton, Vice President, aud Nnal
Jenton, Cashier, of the above named bank, do
solemnly swear that the above st atement íb true
to tho boBt of our knowledge and beliof
J. N. Burton, Vico Presidoot.
Neal Jeneoa, Cashier .
Correct Attest:
J. N. Burton
Neal Jenson
Willie Elgin
Directori--

$450

etrult

ÍJ

Valley ñuto So,

.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th
day of March, 191K.
Henry C. Williams.
Seal
Notary Public,
My commission expires April 12, 1U21.

ESTANCIA, N. M.

For Sale.
acComing 2- and
climated and registered Hereford
bulls. Choice team young work
mules. For further information
apply to H. W. Melton, Negra,
-

The Farmer's Friend
Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.

N. Mex.
Notice

Abstracts.

Mountainair State Bank,
and SERVICE

M0UNNTANAIR-STRENGT-

Roberson Abstract Company,
incorporated, announces revision
of its prices effective Jan. 1,
1918, on all orders filed on or after said date.
book.
Fraternally,
This company is incorporated
Mrs. Nellie Armstrong,
under the laws of this state, and
Mrs. Delia Walker,
the law makes an abstract certiMrs. Kate Palmer,
fied to as correct by its secretary
Committee.
and under its corporate seal evidence of the matters thereby
MARRIED
shown same as Public Records of
Justice Peterson Saturday Torrance county. Ralph G- Robevening performed the ceremony erson, Secretary.
which united in wedlock Nat B,
Greenwood and Miss Lula WagAuction Sale.
ner, and William Miller and Miss
Estancia,
March 23,1918,
At
Lola Jackson.
we will sell for the highest dollar, 13 head of good mules and
M. E. LADIES' AID
7 head of mares.
Some well
Miss Norris and Mrs. Cook broke. A. B. McDonald and
were hostesses to the M. E. Ladies' Aid on March 14 at the Sons. S. N. Jenson, Auctioneer.
There was
home of Mrs. Cook.
Election Proclamation.
Mrs. Caus-sea large attendance.
Mrs. Constant, Mrs. East All qualified electora, residing within
and Mrs. McGee are new mem- the corporate limita of the Village oí
bers. The next meeting will be Estancia, New Mexico, are hereby nowith Mrs. Caussey on .March 28. tified that an election will be held in

We have all kinds of

Canned Goods

-

News-Heral- d

in

office,

Lungs Strong7
ArecoldsYour
go down to your throat? Are your bronchial

and lots of them. Come and get prices
fore you buy, as we can

Save you Money

KEMP BROS.
ITS

IJs

Oil

is Famous

Agents for Torrance County.

ft
(V

Parts, Supplies and Repairs

Confidence the Result of Strength
The strength of this bauk is the direct remit of its efficient management,
The ciratideuoe if the people is the result of
ample resources and capital.
the strength and unquestioned safe-.- which the bank assuroi its dopositor
and patrons . Errr aiuco its establishment Ihe hank has gradually grown in
strength and also in the esteem of tho people. Wo incite thn accounts of all
who appreciate safety for their money an.l careful, efficient servio.'
A

Strong Bank with no side lines.

Straight Banking.

Experienced management and largo financial resources at our command.

1

Scott's

i
Ui

0
ESTANCIA AUTO GO.

COTT'5 E tiULSIOt
Because its Pure Cod Liver

be-

v

Do
Above all, do colds settle on your
tubes easily affected?
chest? Then your lungs may not be as strong as you
expected consumption often follows.
Good Physicians Everywhere Prescribe

for strengthening delicate throats and weak lungs while its glycerine
soothes the tender linings and alleviates the cough.
Start on
Emulsion today It is Nature's
rjuildinp-fnor- i
without dm PS or alcohol.

Siockmen

i

"..000.00

Total

the Estancia

Farmers and

Estancia Drug Company

2,921.14

17.91
$142,
Total
LIABILITIES
$ 25, ,000.00
Capital Stock Paid lu
,000 00
SnriiluB fund
i,:i.0.N9
Undivided profits
(o) Lens current expenses,
1,925.00
$1,415.89
paid
internet and taxes
Individual Deposite, subject
to check
Certificates of deposit due
in leBB than 30 days
Cashier's Chocks outstanding
State deposit
Total of demand deposits.
Items 27,28, 29, W, :tl, 32,

:tl

Large new line of papetries, including the
newest things in box stationery, now
here. See these goods.

17,4r.9.07

At the Baptist church, begin
aforesaid village, on ihe first Tuesday,
For Sale.
being the 2nd day, of April, 1918, to
ning at 10 o'clock Easter Sunday,
500 head high grade Hereford elect a Mayor, a Village Clerk, and
March 31st. A nice program has
Everybody es cattle. Also some grade Perdi four members of the Board of Council-mebeen arranged.
for a term of two years, as prowill
pecially invited. Mothers, you eron mares 3 and
vided by Chapter 72, Laws of 1913,
good
with
work
foal
mares,
make
C. E. EWING, Mayor.
are urged to be present
Oyal M. Everitt, Supt. J by Percheron stallion. A. R. Attest: H C. WILLIAMS,
Village Clerk.
21
Dean. Estancia.
Cured
Be
Catarrh Cannot
they
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS. OS
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
greatly InCatarrh Is a local disease,conditions,
and
fluenced by constitutional
In order to cure it you must take an-Internal remedy, rians catarro.
cine is taken internally and acts thru
the
the blood on the mucous surfaces of was
system. Hall's Catarrh Medicine
prescribed by one of the best physicians
comin this country for years. It isknown,
posed of some of tñe best tonics
combined with some of the best blood
purifiers.
The perfect combination of
the ingredients In Hall's Catarrh Medicine is what produces such wonderful
results In catarrnal conditions, rwnu lor
testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
All Druggists, T6c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Box Stationery

Report of condition of Farmers and Stock-menBank of Estancia, in tho Wtate of New
Mexico, at the close of business on, March 4,

Capital and Surplus $25,000.00

We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits

t

The imported Norwegian cod liver oil used In Scott Emubion is now refined In
our own American laboratories which guarantees it tree trm unpurlMea.
17- -n
Scott & Bowne, Bloomneid, N. J.

Torrance County Savings Bank

The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
Willard. New Mexico

Remember, the

VALLEY HOTEL
Is the place for you to stop
and have a square meal and
a good bed when in Estancia.
Also good

GROCERIES AND MEATS
Prices Right
"THÉ

SATISFACTORY

STORE"

COMING
We Do Up Lace Curtains
Wash and stretch them
exquisitely.
so they look like new and never under
injure them in the
any circumstances
Do not risk doing yours up
slightest.
at home. Send them here, where they
will be expertly laundered and re
stored to their original beauty.
SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY

Neis Frostenson

J. E. Hinman, Agent, 2 doors north
ot postoffice.

T

I Juan (2. Jaramillo
Merchandise
Dealer in General
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

Carload of Flour, Meal, Corn, Bran and Oats.
Get your
Will be sold at very close prices.
share.

cans, Feed Corn, Alfalfa. Feed. Baled
Oil.
in Grwcnes,
Bean Hulls, and Baled Corn Husks. Full-fille- d
Specialty in Silk Scarfs,
Dry Goods, Shoes, and Clothing.
Robes.
Infant
and
Silk
Linen
Shawls,
Silk Fringe
PHONE NO. 15.
GaBoline,

A. T. COCHRAN
tfPhone orders given prompt attention

33

Torreón, N. Mex.

t

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

AN EPITOME OF

FOREIGN

A NERVOUS

Dillon succeeds Redmond as leader
of IrlBh Natlonalisti.
China warns Bolshevik! not to invade Chinese territory.
Movements of Secretary Baker in
France are carefully watched.
The Deutsche Tages Zeltung of Ber- Miss Kelly Tells How Lydia
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE lin prints a Vienna dispatch to the efE. Pinkham's Vegetable
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
fect that the Rumanian oil fields will
Compound Restored
be
Hungary.
to
ceded
territory
HOME AND ABROAD.
Her Health.
A son was born In London to Lady
Halg, wife of Field Marshal Sir DougNewark, N. J. "For about three
las Haig, commander-in-chie- f
of the
FROM ALL
expeditionary force in France
and years 1 suffered from nervous break- aown ana got so
Flanders.
weak I could hardly
A number of American and British
stand, and had headcitizens, sailing from Finland on a
aches every day. I
ACHIEVESAYINGS, DOINGS,
everything I
by
tried
Gercaptured
vessel,
were
neutral
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
could think of and
mans, according
reto dispatches
was nnder a phyAND FEARS OF MANKIND.
ceived at Stockholm.
sician's care for two
Four groups of German gas projectyears. A girl friend
ors. In addition to the group of 200
bad used Lydia E.
Wfltara Newflpaper Union Nw Bervlc.
projectors already reported destroyed
Pinkham's VegeABOUT THE WAR
table Compound and
been discovered
and likewise
For the third time In as many weeks have
she
told me about
eighteen merchantmen have been de- blown to pieces by the American arit From tbe first
tillery.
stroyed through mine or submarine.
day I took itl began
The mysterious movement of troops
to feel better and
British aviators have dropped a ton
now I am well and
of bombs on the town of Coblenz, cap- by Governor Chang Soulin of Mukden
able
to do most anr
province,
coupled
reported
with
the
1 Screened behind tbe ruins, this French ammunition train Is conveying food (or the guns that are driving
ital of the Rhine province of Prussia.
kind of work.
of President
the Germans from France. 2 German prisoners In a ' French concentration camp, captured In a raid : many of
More than 100 names were con desire
been recomhave
to resign, is causing speculation In
them are mere youths, poorly clad, showing the dire straights in which Germany finds herself. 3 Portable Amermending the Com
tained in the casualty list cabled the Peking.
ican sawmill In a forest on the Alsace border ; this camp follows the troops, providing the lumber that Is needed.
pound
ever since and give you my perWar Department March IS by General
Twenty-Blpersons are missing In mission to publish this letter." Misa
Pershing.
476 So. 14th St, Newark,
consequence
Kelly,
Flo
of
a
collision
a
between
report
Italian
The Austrians
that
my who wages the same war agulnst
Not merely has the Dobrudja been takN.J.
positions on Mount Pasublo on the naval vessel and the British steamen from Rouniania, but Berlin and Vi
women and children as against solThe
reason
this
Rathmore.
Survivors have been remedy, Lydia E. famous root and herb
enna, who have expressed themselves
diers. Aerial ruids on towns, which mountainous section of the Italian bat ship
Pinkham's Vegetable
landed at Kingstown, Ireland, by de- Compound, was so
piously as opposed to annexations, are are counterpart of the pitiless subinn
tle line have been blown up.
successful in Miss
stroyers.
Kelly's case was because it went to tile
now Insisting upon a rectification of rlne war and the attack against Ameri
In the Champagne region west of
of
root
her
restored her to a
trouble,
Twenty thousand casualties have refrontier that will give to Austria nil can rights, nre the very explanation of Monte Carnlllet the French have re
normal healthy condition and as aresult
the strategic mountain passes and the reason why America entered the gained trenches which the Germans sulted from the civil war which has her nervousness
disappeared.
broken out In Turkestan between the
dominating heights, Including the Iron war. We are sending our soldiers to had occupied since March 1.
Gates of the Danube, along the west- Europe to fight until the world Is de
Canadian troops In the region of soviets and the natives, according to
at Petrograd.
livered from these horrors."
Lens again have' attacked enemy dispatches received
German Occupation of Odessa In ern frontier of Roumnnla.
This Is precisely what Austria did
P
trenches with success and taken pris Fierce battles are being fought.
creases Teutonic Menace
to Italy when the boundary line was
As a result of the German landing
While no official announcement has oners, according to the British official
delimited by treaty, and the fact that been made, the general Impression
at Hangoe, the southernmost tip of
communication.
in East.
Austria controlled every vantage point prevails that new plans of the Amerl
Finland, American Consul Haines and
American troops east of Lunevill
along the Isonzo and In the Alps when can wur department call for the dis
again raided German positions, and twenty Americans have fled from Hel
Soap 25c Ointment 25c ft 50c
the war began Immeasurably added to patch of American troops to France another
slngfors
to Bjorneborg, where they are
party entered
German
clamoring for United States Mlnisten
much tflore rapidly than was proposed trenches along the Toul and, unaided
NEW ROAD TO INDIA OPENED the difficulties of Cadorna's campaign
Lost Opportunity.
ing.
Morris to send a ship for rescue.
In the earlier plans. The indications
drove the enemy back.
"What's the matter, Henpeck, you
Berlin Is determined that Roumnnla
nre that an effort will be made to
Congress of Soviets, look
The
The Verdun offensive of the Ger
you had not slept last
as
if
shall be placed in a helpless position at bring the American
expeditionary
mans, in which they failed utterly to meeting at Moscow, by a vote of 453 night?"
President Wilton, In Message to Rus
the feet of Austria, covered by Aus
up to a strength of approximate
force
to
30,
peace
to
decided
trearatify
the
been
esti
break the French line, has
sian Soviets, Issues Defl to Kaiser
"Oh, I slept soundly, but I awoke
trian guns and rendered forever in- ly' 1,000,000 men by the middle of the mated in conservative quarters as hav ty with the central powers. M. Rya- American Troops in Many
too soon.
I had a splendid dream,
capable of acting otherwise than the summer, Instead of 500,000 men
500,000 zenov, a prominent Bolshevik theorist,
cost
like
them
ing
something
and I had my fist drawn back to biff
Raids.
central powers approve.
was contemplated by the original plans men.
and representatives of all the profesMarie on the nose and then I awoke.
It
of the war department. The dispatch
American and French soldiers, oper- sional unions, resigned from the Bol I shall never get another such opporIntense aertal activity on the part of many National army units Is expect
Announcement that German troops
shevik party after the vote.
ating
together
con
have
tunity."
in
Lorraine
have occupied Odessa Is one of the of both the entente allies and the ed soon, in accordance with the plan
One American woman was killed and
Teutonic forces has developed. Sixty that has been adopted of forming an ducted successful raids on widely-semost significant of recent developments. This action by Germany, In German airplanes took part In a raid army corps out of two divisions of the arated sectors, demolishing German an American man and woman were
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
than liquid blue. Get from any
on Paris, which resulted in heavy casspite of the conclusion of the
regular army, two divisions of the Nn trenches at three points to the width wounded in Monday's Hun air raid farther
grocer.
Adv.
over
meters,
Paris. Miss Winga Caroline Mar
peace with Russia, was expected ul ualties, final figures showing at least tional Guard and two divisions of the of 100 meters and depth of 300
.
L-32,
tin,
of
I.,
Rockville
was
Center,
Attacking over an eleven-mil- e
timately, but It came somewhat as a 100 persons to have been killed and National army. As many units of the
front
surprise because of the fact that little 79 wounded. Among the dead was an National Guard are already overseas on tbe coastal sector in Palestine, one of six killed In a hospital struck OLD MAN FORGETS CHIVALRY
had been heard of the Germans and American woman. Miss Winga Caro- with the larger number of regular army East Anglian, South Anglian and In by a bomb. She was a Young Wom
canteen Good Old Brother Wack Most Ungal-lantl- y
lina Martin, who was a Y. M. C. A. divisions, It Is expected thnt the move dlan troops have advanced to an aver an's Christian Association
Austrians In that region.
Mrs. W. B. Phillips and
Putt Women in the Same
The occupation of Odessa, the great canteen worker. Miss Martin was one ment of several divisions of the Na- age depth of three miles, according to worker.
Class at the Mule.
est Russian port on the Black sea, is of six persons killed In a hospital tional army will follow soon.
an official statement issued by the Mr. Salzer were wounded. Tbe total
were
100 killed and seventycasualties
of the greatest Importance for several which was struck by a bomb. Among
That the movement of troops will London War Office.
nine
wounded.
"JCo,
those
killed
were
large
number of be more rapid than was at first be
a
sah !" replied Brother Wack to
reasons. First, It gives the Germans
In the east the Germans now bold
women and children who were crushed lieved possible Is Indicated by the an Odessa,
the expostulation of good old Parson
control of the center of a great agri
great Russian seaport on SPORT
the
"It's plumb onposslbie to
cultural section, the products of which to death In a panic at the entrance nouncement of the war department the Black sea, which probably will be
Three fliers were killed and four in Iingster.
are desired to feed tbe hungry peoples to a subway station where hundreds that the second draft, which will be uaed either as the bate for an In jured at Texas aviation fields, accord modulate a mule wldout cnssln' htm.
sought refuge from the enemy bombs. made as soon as needed legislation
It kaln't be did. Long's I cusses dls
of the central empires.
vasion of India by way of Persia or ing to reports from Dallas.
varmint reg'lnr and sntrates him wid
However, while the Huns were boostWith Odessa Bafely In their hands,
can be secured from congress, will call
of grain shipments
the
terminal
trap
year
The
on
first
shoot
of
the
a club 'caslonnlly he dess lops his ears
the Teutons will have access to vast ing of this most "successful" raid, the out approximately 800,000 men. Only from Russia to the Central empires.
the registered program for Colorado for'nrils and trudges right along wid
stores of wheat which can be trans- airmen of the allies were not idle. the rapid movement of many divisions
will
During the first ten days of March,
be held at the Lakewood Country de plow.
ported overland or by sea to points British aviators Invaded Germany, now In cantonments In this country
But de minute I draps de
g
Club In Denver on March 24.
club and 'dresses him In confectionery
where It can be readily shipped into making a daylight raid on Coblentz, could make room for this large num- In addition to a vast amount of
photographing,
and
the
The White Sox flag is adorned with language he turns his head and sneers
one of the important railroad centers
Austria and Germany.
ber of new draft men. In this connecGer eight service stars with the announce- at me. Dar ain't no gratitude In htm.
Bnt the capture of Odessa will mean In western Germany, the seat of big tion It Is predicted abroad that Gen- Britishers destroyed thirty-nin- e
brought
aeroplanes
man
down
and
ment
that three more of Comiskey's He thinks he's got me bluffed.
something more an advance over the military barracks and extensive mueral Pershing's men will be holding
"A mule, sah, am right smahthy like
route to Persia and Afghanistan, and nitions works. A ton of high explo- 100 miles of front by the closing dnys forty others out of control, despite reorults have gone to work for Uncle
possibly India, which is to be followed sives was dropped on the city, starting of 1918, a longer front than was held the fact that the first two or three Sam.
a 'ooman. Honey round her and buy
stormy
now that the British have severed the fires In many sections. This was the by the British armies two years after days of the month were so
Jess Wlllard, heavyweight pugilistic her fine clothes nnd mouffle o gold
that aerial activity was virtually Im champion, and Fred Fulton of Roches teef, nnd sh'll walk all over yo
famous Berlin and Bagdad route to the third daylight raid on the enemy counthe war began.
great
possible.
Against
total,
this
try
In a period of four days.
But slap her flat
for mo'.
East.
ter, Minn., aspirant to the title, will
The passing of Odessa into German
Behind the Unes in Flanders and
meet in the ring July 4, Col. J. C when she needs It and talk to her loud
Americans at home continue to be fifteen British machines are reported
control will make possible the comFrance the British aviators are also electrified by reports of the exploits missing.
Miller of Oklahoma, promoter, an nnd coa'se, and she's as soople as an
pletion of the German military line maintaining the effective work they of Pershing's troops in the sectors WESTERN
Keep a mule and a 'ooman,
nounced at Kansas City. Colonel angle.
across Russia from the Baltic at have been doing lately. The territory which nre now held by the Americans.
Ayer, millionaire medicine Miller said that Fulton had been guar thankful for what yo' don't do to 'em,
Frederick
Narva (81 miles from Petrograd)
to from Lille south to Camhral has been Successful raids have been made re- manufacturer and financier of Boston, anteed $20,000 and that there would and yo' got 'ein gwlne, every time."
tbe Black sea. It gives the Germans sown with bombs, railroad sidings and peatedly by the American troops while Mass., died at Thomasville, Ga. He be a side bet of $5,000. The principals Kansas City Star.
control not only of the resources of ammunition dumps In the region of the American nrtlllery hps won many was 96 years old.
will meet at an unnamed place April 1
the Ukraine, but of the bulk of Rus- Maubeuge, Valenciennes, Doual and duels with the big guns of the enemy.
Never Falls.
At Austin, Texas, a bill to give wom to sign articles, colonel Miller an
'The hostess said the affair was tosia's grain stores and of the vast ex- Cambria being attacked.
One raid on the new United States en the right to vote in primary elec nounced.
port trade of Russia's southern provbe strictly Informal." "That makes the
The enemy is getting all the worst front In Lorraine was declared to be
tions and nominating conventions was GENERAL
girls dress up all right"
inces.
of the air fighting, and his apparent
the most successful encounter In which passed by the House 84 to 34.
and
barnB
Farmhouses,
orchards
Control of this territory opens a inability to check the British flyers or American soldiers have engaged durFormer United States Senator Isaac were wrecked and many head of cat
Hot Water.
route for a German land drive Into to take the Initiative himself In this ing the war. In this raid. Infantry
'Mr. Brown Is always getting Intothe far East, by way of Batum, In Importnnt sphere rather discounts his units penetrated the enemy lines to a Stephenson died at Marinette, Wis tle were killed when cyclones swept
through
country
near Adrian hot water." "Yes. He Is so
the
Trans-Caucasi- a
(which was taken loud boasts of readiness for a great depth of between 400 and 600 yards at Senator Stephenson bad been ill at
I suppose It Is a kind of relief."
from Russia at Brest-Litovs- k
and giv offensive. It Is to be doubted if he some points. The rnld followed a bom- his home here a week, due to his age. Mich., and Napoleon, Ohio.
en to Turkey),
Baku, across the can venture any large-scal- e
Archibald Roosevelt, a son of Theo
Aubrey Keif, formerly a Pueblo,
offensive bardment by American guns which
Caspian sea to Krasnovodsk, In Turke
Roosevelt,
dore
been
wounded
in
while the overhead fields of battles nre
has
nsted four hours and which wrecked Colo., newspaper man, now stationed
Stan, and through Merv to the border so thoroughly controlled by his opthe enemy's front trenches and barbed in the aviation section at Fort Worth, action with the American forces in
of Afghanistan, thus threatening the ponents.
wire entnnelements.
Three successive Tex., is in a hospital there as a result France.
Indian empire.
rnlds at different points on this sector of becoming lost while driving his aer
Gen. Theodore S. Peck, president of
Another route is through Teheran,
that Secretary of nil proved highly successful, the Amer oplane.
the Society of the Army of the Poto
across central Persia to Ispahan and War Baker had landed In France gave , icans capturing a number of prisoners
mac, died at his residence at Burling
WASHINGTON
thence to Shlraz, to the Indian fronrise to all sorts of speculation as to and returning to their own trenches
ton, Vt.
r
Congress may take a
tier, spelling equal menace to Brit- the real purpose of his trip. At Wash- with small casualties. In a raid on
A FOOD
Farmers of Illinois are told in a
ington the official announcement was the Toul sector, the American soldiers recess to sell Liberty Donas.
ain's far Eastern possessions.
Henry Ford's submarine chasers statement issued by Governor Low-den- ,
made that the secretary's visit to penetrated the German trenches to a
that they can do a real war servThe carrying out by the Teutonic France Is for purely military purposes depth of S00 yards. After some hand-to-han- d will be known as "Eagles," and will
ice by raising poultry.
powers of their plans for conquest In and has no diplomatic significance. At
fighting In which n number of constitute the "Eagle class" of boats.
Nine hundred cases of eggs from
the East brought from President Wi- the same time the view was expressed the enemy were killed and wounded,
A IS per cent increase in rates was
lton a move which was declared to be In some quarters that Mr. Baker's trip the raiders returned to their lines with granted by the Interstate commerce China were received at Ogdensburg,
A Conserving Food
might have some connection with the much material and Information, al commission to the Canadian railways N. Y., They were consigned from
one of the boldest made by any govShanghai to New York.
ernment since the war began. This views of American commanders thnt though they captured no prisoners. It running Into the United States.
I
es,
action was In the form of a message the allies should undertake a deterwas reported that every American who
recently ac
Mrs. Blanca de Saul
The recognized value
President Wilson called on all Amer
dispatched to the Russian congress of mined offensive on the west front this left the front line on this raid reican boys of 16 "years and over, not quitted In New York of the murder
of
soviets In session at Moscow. In this year Instead of remaining on the de- turned.
of
de
Is
L.
Saulles,
husband,
John
her
permanently employed, to enroll in the
message President Wilson pledged the fensive and awaiting the expected ofnow residing in Japan.
The American troops in the Toul United States boys' working reserve.
power of the United States to secure fensive of the German forces. The tre
sector have been subjected to a terrific
An amendment to the state consti
passed
daylight
bill,
House
The
the
growth
mendous
Grape-Nut- s
of
the
a free Russia. He declared that the
American ex artillery flrel the German apparently
peditionary forces recently, with the having concentrated strong forces of and under Its terms all clocks will be tution conferring suffrage on woman
United States -- will avail Itself of evwas
in
at
Senate
lost
the
Jackson,
ery opportunity to secure for Russia promise thnt American troops will be nrtlllery on this sector.
It was re set forward one hour on March 31,
ready to take part In a general offen- ported that In some places the bom and the new time will prevail until Miss, on a tie vote, 21 to 21.
once more complete sovereignty and Inas a "saving" food for
year.
One hundred and sixty-siIs expected to give the bardment
saloons
dependence In her own affairs and full sive this
line Oct. 27.
reduced
the first
these serious times, resta
world-widwere
e
county,
closed
St.
views
in
high
Louis
Minn.,
of the American
restoration to her great role In the
famine Is In sight uncommand trenches to ruins but the Americans
A
upon real merit,
12
night.
o'clock
Thursday
at
Barlife of Europe and the modern world." great weight with the allied commandcountry
at those points continued to hold their less the farmers of this
are
President Wilson's message was re- ers. Secretary Baker has announced positions in shell craters. The Ameri- given relief, Henry C. Wallace of Des tenders worked frantically until the
Unlike the ordinary
garded as a second declaration of war that he expects to make a thorough In can artillery also has been active on Moines, Iowa, told the Senate agricul- stroke of 12 and disposed of all stocks,
spection of all the American forces all sectors held by Pershing's men, tural committee.
Duluth has been dry since July, 1917.
a declaration of war on the German
cereal Grape-Nut- s
reto
abroad
hold
important
and
government until It Is compelled to
conferbombarding towns and roads In the
The food administration has sug
quires
Every preparation is being made
sugar,
no
little
ences
comAmerican
with
military
relinquish Its hold on Russia.
rear
of the German lines.
The
by Liberty Loan campaigners to get gested to bakers that a combination of
milk or cream, and represident proposed. In effect, that the manders. If is known that he has been
wheat substitutes Instead of a single
The first permauent advance of the 15,000,000 subscribers to the third substitute be used In Victory bread.
United States and Its allies shall fight eager for several months to talk over
quires no cooking or
s
made on the loan. Subscriptions to the second
until Russia regains unimpaired sov- with General Pershing the many prob- American troops
Formal notice of the transfer of the
other preparation in
men
lems that have arisen In connection Lunevllle sector, where Pershing's
ereignty and Independence.
The mesloan now are estimated at about 11,--' Right. Rev. Charles J. O'Reilly, bishop
serving.
occupied enemy trenches which they 000,000 and to the first loan about
with the war plans.
sage was also regarded as a direct reof the eastern Oregon Catholic dio
Secretary Buker arrived In Paris had forced the Germans to abandon
ply to the recent address on peace
Sixteen million buttons for cese, to be bishop of the Lincoln, Neb.,
through recent raids and heavy artil- subscribers have been ordered for the
A trial is well worth
terms made by Count von Hertllng, the Just In time to witness the pretentious
diocese, was received at Baker, Ore.
German chancellor.
air raid by German airplanes on the lery fire. The trenches were consoli- third loan.
while for those who
Twenty-fou- r
hours of continuous
French capital. In an Interview given dated with our own, ennbling the AmerAmerican troops that repulsed the rainfall boomed all streams in south
sincerely desire to save.
Reports from Jassy tell how the Imout in Paris after the raid, Mr. Baker icans and French to operate from highraid on March 6 were from central WeBt Virginia, Including the
perialistic spirit of the central em- said: "It was my first experience of er ground than before. Attempts made German
Forty-second- ,
and
Rivers,
Kanawha
which
or
Elk
over
Rainbow,
division,
the
pires Is showing Itself In growing de- the actualities of war and a revelation by the Germans to retake the position
Reason"
which Is made up of National guards- flowed. It Is the worst flood since
mands for concessions by Roumnnla.
of the methods Inaugurated by an ene
were repulsed.
1861.
men. General Pershing reported.
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MINING AND OIL

IN THE WAR

Wild Orgies in Mushroom Towns
Along Union Pacific.

The War Lord Salutes the Field
Marshall.

Scenes That Can Only Be Described
as Reversion of Mankind to the
Savage, Common in the Early
Days of the West.
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Fat ateera, ch. to prime. . .12. 50 14.00
Pat aterra, good to cholea. Il.76tol2.60
Fat ateera, (air to goad.... 10.60rall.60

Helfcra, prime
9.60 6' 10.60
9.76
fat, good to choice,. 9.00
.00
c'owa, fat, fair to good....
8.00
7.76
Cows, common to fair
6.60
12.00(8)14.00
Veal calves
Bulla
900
7.25
Feedera, good to choice.... 9.5010.75
9.26
Feedera, fair to good
8.50
8.60
Feedera, common to fair... 7.60
Htoi'keru, good to choice...
9.00 10.60
Xtockers, fair to good
8.25 w 9.00
Good hoga
'.....818.90917.40
Sheep.
Lambs, light
15.S016.60
Lamba, heavy
14.0041 15.25
Ewea
11.00 12.00
Yearllnga
13.00 14.25
Wethere
12.00 12.50

Metal Market Values.
New York. Lead, $7.37 V, (4 7.62 ft.
Copper $3.12.
Bar Silver 86c.
St. Louis

Spelter

$7.50.

i ungate" concen
au.uuifíi.uu per
per cent, $22 .00
60
ores,
unit. Crude
1 1 9 001 1 9. ñft ! 10
mnenn. be
u...n
per cent, a.uiii'ií.6u
Boulder,

trates,

coio.

60 per cent,

yi

Arizona.
Paliimar A Arizona February pro
pounds of
duction totaled 2,900,000
coDDer. against 4.748,000 In January
HAY AND UtIAIN MARKET.
and 5,816,000 in December.
F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
Company.
niri Dominion CoDDer
quarterly dividend $1 a share, payable
Buying Prices per Ton.
26. Three montns ago me
Colo, upland, uer ton
J2.ooJS.OO March
Nebr. upland, per ton
20.00 company declared the same dividend.
I'ralrla hay (new crop),
Copper Company
Verde Extension
Colo, and Nobr., per ton. .18.00019.00
of 50
Timothy, per ton...
declared a regular dividend
23.0024.00
00
Allalfa, por ton
20.0021.
cents and an extra of 25 cents a snare,
South Park, per ton
24.0026.00
Ounnlaon Valley, per ton.. .21.00 28.00 payable May 1 to stock of record
7.00 April 5.
Straw, per ton
8.00
drain.
3.00
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
James M. Hyde, well known mining
Colo., oata, bulk, buying
3.00
expert, and Walter
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.33 man and flotation
Corn In sack, selling
3.30 A. Scott, counsel for the Miami Cop
8.211
Gluten Feed; sacked, selling
out
Hi an, Colo., per 100 lba., selling 1.77 Vi per Company, have recently taken
a patent (No. 1,246,665) for "an im
proved flotation process.
Kvour.
Hungarian patent, 98 lbs. sacked,
subject to discount
Colorado.
In the year before the war the Unit
DltlDSSKU POULTRY.
ed States consumed 250,000 tons of
Less 10 per cent commission.
34
Turkeys, fancy d. p
32
pure potash.
3
lurkeys, old toms
24
lurkeya, choice
2J
The Wellington Mines Company is
20
30
Ducks, young
27
keeping both of Its concentration mills
27
Oeese
25
steadily
18
(oosfera
at work on ore from the mine,
15
0
The Fink and Casson lease from the
Live roultry.
Carolina Company, on blocks 3, 7 and
tPrlcea net F.tr.U. Denver.)
14 of the Ajax, on. Battle mountain, is
Roosters, lb
15
018
Young
21
shipping again.
025
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
26
030
In the shale region of Colorado pot
Ducks, young
23
025
Ueese
18
ash producing alunite is easily dis
020
cernible at the base of the cans and
Eggs.
also In the refinery residues
lisss, graded No. 1 net, P '"
Cripple Creek's output for February,
O. B. Denver
.33
.
graded No. 2 net, F.
and one of the stormiest
u. B. Denver
.26 the shortest
months in the year, reached 82,284
Ebks, case count. misc.
cases, less commission.. . .S9.009.25 tons of a fire assay value of $809,582.
Heirs of the Thomas F. Walsh esDuller.
tate are planning to extensively de
47
Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb.. 45
Creameries, 2nd grade ,1b... 42 0 44
velop a large tract of ground known
40 041
l'rocess
as the Roy group on Canterbury hill,
32
1'uckiug stock (net)
033
Leadvllle.
ITult.
With the distribution of the March
Apples, Colo., new fancy, box. 1.002.50 dividend of 10 per cent, or $122,000
rears, Coio
3.00
the Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining
Vegetables.
and Milling Company has paid out
00
12.
Navy,
ewe
14.00
beans.
which equals 495 per cent
14eana, Pinto, cwt
10.00
.11
16
tteuns, Liinia, lb
on the par value of the capital stock,
1.00
Ueets, Colo., cwt.
$1,220,000.
Cabbage, Colo
1. 60
2.00
Carruis, cwt
The concentration mill on the old
09
.10
Cauliflower, lb
2b
.35 Monte Christo property, in the Upper
oiuuiia, tultie, doz
1. 500 2.00
I'otatoes, cwt
put in
1. 75
2.00 Blue River section, has been
Turnips, Colo., cwt
good condition for operation as soon
HIUISS AND I'Kl.TS.
as the weather will permit work to be
resumed at quarrying the ore in the
Dry Hides.
23
big open cut.
Flint, butcher, lb
21
lb
flint, fallen,
12
The June Bug mine, "near the head
1' lint bull and stag, lb
12
I'luit, culls and glue, lb
Gibson gulch, is being steadily
suit hides. 2c to 2c lb. less. green of
worked
price
under a lease by the Boyce
to
of
Horse hides 12
23
salted.
brothers. They, recently encountered
a streak of iron ore from which asCreen Salted Cured Hides, etc.
says showing 300 ounces In silver per
9
8
Over 40 lbs., lb
8
ton have been had.
Under 40 lbs., lb
0 69
Glue hides and skins
1
bull and stag
Montana.
Tart cured, lc less.
Green, 2c less than cured.
Anaconda Copper Company's Alice
Calf and Kip. Green Salted.
mine has resumed zinc ore production
Calfskin, lb.
20022 after being shut down since last May.
Kip, lb
12014
Operations started with a production
Each.
1.0001.25 of 200 tons daily and Increasing later.
Deacons
Slunks
600 .7
.11
liranded
Butte Copper and Zinc Company has
6.0006.00 just
Horse. No. 1
closed contracts for the sale of
4.0006.00
Horse. No.
2.5003.04 6,000 tons of manganese ore. The
Glue and pony
60
.60
Coll
United States Steel Corporation is the
Green Sailed Pelts.
purchaser of 2,500 tons, and tbe re
Each.
mainder was taken by an tndepend
S 5002.60
Lamb and sheep
.morilla: lambs
160 .45 ent steel company.
10
.60
tiheariinüs
Dry Flint Pelts.
New Mexico.
33
Wool pelts
28
Short wool pelts
Examinations have been made on
20
Butcher shearlings. No. 1
10
the Enterprise mine at Cooney and it
No. 2 inurin slieurllngs
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
is understood that this property is to
be opened up.
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKETS,
Erection of the main building of the
Metal Market Prices.
Socorro plants at Mogollón has startKpelter East St. Louis delivery, 87.60 ed. Framing has been completed and
l.tZ ft.
is now being put in place.
Bar silver, 86Hc
At Mogollón the Oaks Company is
Cupper, 823.12ft.
putting in compressor plant on Deep
concenColo. Tungsten
Boulder,
Down
mine. In the meantime devel0 per cent, 820.00022.50 per
trates.
unit; crude ores, 60 per cent, $22.000 opment is confined to third level.
25.00; 25 per cent, 812.00012.50; 10 per
The Mogollón Company opened a
wnt. IS 4IIÍU12.20.
new shaft 900 feet deep this winter,
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
and, already, men are driving drifts
Chicago. Corn No. 3 yellow, $1.70; from it. The shaft cost $55.000. The
No. 4 yellow, $1.4501.60.
other companies are driving new drifts
Oats No. 3 white, 92ft94c; stand
ard. 93i4S)4ftc.
boring tunnels, by which new ore
Rye No. 2. $2.90.
comes into view.
Barley $1.75 0 2.28.
Timothy $6.00 8.00.
The mines in the Mogollón district,
Clover $28.00031.00.
$26.70.
Lard
ninety miles north of Silver City, proRibs $23.87 024.37.
duced In 1917, 12,590 ouno-- s of gold,
all
and 723,581 ounces of silver;
Butter, Eggs, Potatoes and Roosters.
Chicago. Butter Lower. Creamery, worth $903,000, market price, Jan. 1.
40IP 44ftC.
Eggs Firsts, 36c; ordinary firsts, It waa the product, mainly, of the Socorro Mining and Milling Company,
Potatoes Wisconsin. Michigan and
Minnesota, bulk, $1.3001.35; do sacks, the Mogollón Mines Company and the
Oaks Company.
81.30ft 1.40.
Poultry Roosters, 28c.
Wyoming.
Chicago Live Stork Quotations.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk. 317.000 17.70;
Company has spudlight. 317.25017.96: mixed. 316.660
17.90; heavy. $16.20017.55; rough, $16.20 ded in on its test well near Guernsey.
oib.tu; pigs,
sia.fDwi.ao. 9.400 14.15
There are now eleven drilling rigs
Cattle Native steers.
stockers and feeders, $8.25 012.25; cows up in the Fossil field, and most of
and heifers, $7.10012.10; calves,' $10.50 them are working.
UlO.fD.
Sheep $11.00014.00; lambs, $14.50
The Wyatt Oil and Refining Comis.bu.
pany, operating ill the Brenning basin,
New York Cotton Prices.
has brought In a fair producer at a
New York. Cottrti Middling Haiti
Futures. March, 32.20; May. 81.67; July, depth of 300 to 400 feet.
uciuucr, ou.u; uecemoer, 3U.UU.
Producers and Refiners Corporation
has acquired 800 acres in the Castle
IJaseeA.
Puluth. Minn. Linaeed 14 16 u ft Creek field and in sinking a well in
4 26ft;
May. $41014 bid; July. $4.10 conjunction with tho French Interests.
hhfu, uciuwr, . asnea.

nr.
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to a well- -

Such Is the striking title
timed cartoon in an agricultural paper, showing the War Lord in salute
to the farmer. The mennlng of It Is
that without the assistance that the
g
farmer renders In the mutter of
food for the army the fighting
ability of that body would be propor-tlonnll- y
While the army
decreased.
is fighting, the farmer Is busy. The
promptness
with which he sprung
into the breach was a patriotism equnl
to that of the man who enlisted and
the farmer's record In this particular
was worthy of the high record that
has become his. All over the United
States the appeal Is being met by more
production. Fields are enlarged, Inten
sive agriculture has taken the place
of slipshod methods, more cattle are
being fattened, more hogs grown, vcul
and lamb have become scarce commodities. This Is nil In keeping with
and
demands,
the
with the heartiness that Is now prevalent, it would seem as If the requirements of the boys at the front and the
allies in Europe would be fully met
Not only are the tilled acres of the
United States being brought
into
requisition, but the wild pasture lands
are doing tribute with their cattle and
sheep. Working In conjunction with
the United States, Western Canada is
also doing its share and a pretty large
share it Is, too. By an arrangement
with the United States Government it
will now be possible through its em
plnyment bureau to secure for the
Western Cannda fields, such help as
can be spared. It Is thought in this
way Canada will have Its help to seed
Its millions of acres of wheat land
fairly well met. The large number
of young men of the farms who have
enlisted and gone to the front has left
many of the Western Canada farms
weak in the matter of man power.
This means that Canada can take all
that the United States can spare. The
wages will be good and the housing
comfortable.
In addition to this the free homestead lands of Western Cnnada offer
the greatest Inducement to the man
with limited means who Is willing to
undergo some of the hardships naturally accompanying this enterprise.
There Is also the lurge nrcn of uncul
tivated lands that are waiting the
man with sufficient means to purchase
and equip.
And this is not expen
sive.
The lands are cheap and the
terms very reasonable. Equipped Willi
tractor or horse power the cultivation
cost is slight when the return Is con
sidered. Yields of wheat varying from
20 to 40 bushels per acre may be relied upon, and with a set price of over
$2.00 per bushel, it Is nn easy matter
to arrive at the cost. Traduction, including Interest onlnnd, has been esti
mated at figures not exceeding ten
dollars an acre. With a twenty bushel
yield, at a two dollar price forty dollars. Ten from forty and you have
the profits many farmers made in
Western Canada the past year.
The Dominion and Provincial Governments are working conjointly In an
propaganda,
production
Increased
Among the important steps that have
bring
been taken to
this about is the
recent order by which it is made pos
sible to take Into Canada tractors that
cost fourteen hundred dollars and less
This
In the country of production.
will give those residing in the United
Cannda,
the
States, owning lands in
opportunity to place them under cul
tivation at much less cost than in the
past. Another inducement Is the privilege of taking sheep and cattle in
free
f duty. Automobiles form
necessary part of the outfit of a good
many farmers that would like to move
These are now accorded
to Canada.
free duty. Provision Is also made that
those requiring seed and unable to ob
tain It in ony other way, may get it
So from this
from the Government.
it will be seen that it is not only the
fertile, lands of Western Canada that
invite the settler, but the ease and
cheapness with which a former may
establish himself. Advertisement.
Such a Dear Friend.
Élhel Agnes wits nt the cut show
Maud As an exhibit? New Haven
Register.
Soft, Clear Skins.
Night and morning buthe the face
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. If
there are pimples first smear them
with Cuticura Ointment. For free sam
ples address, "Cuticura, Dept. X, Boston." Sold by druggists and by mail.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.
Necessary.
"Tliev need
ln.ve wlno-sui to keep up with the cost of Hy
ree
ing." Detroit t
I'ress.
'Hi.-liA-

Dr. Pierce's Tellets are best for liver,
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet
for a laxative, three for a cathartic. Ad.
During the past few years there has
been a falling off In the yield of the
hiinjuin.
A spring gun has been Invented for
casting fishing lines further than can

be done by band.

When Your Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy

Comfort.
Smarting Jn.t
U ocote ek
VVKINB Silt uajfJUX CO., CU1CAUO

We

Travelers who whisk across the
country in luxurious trains today lit
tle realize the vision, the toll and the
sacrifice that made possible the steel
road over which they roll along. In
the building of the first railroad across
the continent is to be found the theme
which has thrilled Zane Grey In "The
U. P. Trail."
Among the pictures drawn by Mr.
Grey of the scenes and incidents attendant upon tho building of the Union
Pacific one of the most vivid Is that of
a night following puy day in Benton,
one of the towns of the type that
sprang up in the wake of the road in
the days during its construction, an exchange says:
"Life indoors that night In Benton
was monstrous, wonderful and hideous.
The gold that did not flow over the
bare went into the greedy hands of the
cold, swift gamblers or into the clutchwomen.
ing fingers of the wild-eye- d
The big gambling hell had extra lights.
extra attendants, extra tables; and
there round the great glittering mir
g
bar struggled und laughed
mass of
and shouted a drink-soddehumanity. And all through the rest of
the big room groups and knots of men
stood and sat around tables, intent,
listening
with
obsessed,
absorbed,
strnined ears, watching with wild eyes,
reaching with shaking hands only to
gasp and throw down their cards and
push gold toward cold faced gamblers,
with a muttered curse. This was the
night of the golden harvest for the

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Western Newspaper Union News Servir.

OMIG EVENTS.
(Ji'tober Annual meeting- New Mexico
i'ubilc Health AttHuciutlon.
At Cuervo the
son of C.
J. Mitchell killed a wolf with an axe.
Four persons were Injured in a Joy
ride on a hand car near Socorro.
Clayton Masons have bought $1,000
worth of war stamps and will buy
more.
The Eastern Star at Clayton purchased f 150 worth of war savings
stamps.

New Mexico will furnish 127 of the
training camps on

95,000 men called to
March 29.

The Center street Methodist church

in Tucumcari was dedicated on Sunday, March 17.
Demlng will vote on April 2 on the
proposed adoption of a commission
form of government.
Anton Chico, Guadalupe county, has
10,000 bonds to build a new
voted
school house.
Las Vegans are talking about forming a company for the erection in that
city of a modern hotel;
At Alamogordo Reymundo Perez is
In a serious condition as the result of
being stabbed near the heart by Juan
Martinez.
March 9, the second anniversary of
the Villa raid, was observed at Colum
bus as a memorial day by proclama
tion of Mayor T. H. Dabney.
Protest has arisen in Albuquerque
and Gallup to the proposal to Increase
the acreage of the Navajo and Zuni
cold-eyesteel-nerveblack-garbereservations by taking in a portion of
card sharps. They knew the brevity McKInley county.
of time, and of hour, and of life.
in the case of C. H. Byfleld, charged
"In the dancing halls there was a with murder, the jury In the District
maddening whirl, an Immense and in Court for Lincoln county, in session at
credible hilarity, a wild fling of un Carrizozo, returned a verdict of not
leashed, burly men, an honest drunken guilty.
spree. But there was also the hideous,
Tomacita Vigil, a young woman who
red-eye- d
drunkenness that did not
an orderly at
spring from drink; the unveiled pas- had been employed ashospital
at Garsion, the brazen lure, the raw, corrupt the Rocky Mountain
by swallow
diner,
suicide
committed
and terrible presence of bad women in
absolute license at a wild and baneful ing nitric acid.
Through the February distribution
hour.
"The scene at midnight was unreal, of automobile license money collected
livid, medieval. Dance of cannibals, by the office of the secretary of state,
dance of sun worshipers, dance of $16,047.85 has been set aside for the
Apaches on the warpath, dance of cliff improvement
of New Mexico high
dwellers wild over the massacre of a ways.
might
orgies
only
these
foe
dreaded
An automobile driven by Miss Minnie
have been comparable to that wild Roat struck George Catenovia of Gal
whirl of gold and lust.
Roat struck George Catenovia of Gallup
"Night wore on and the hour of and tbe boy died in St. Mary's hospital.
dawn approached.
Injuries to the neck, head and face
"The lamps were dead; the tents were received.
were dark ; the music was stilled ; and
Andres Gallegos, part owner of the
the low, soft roar was but a hollow
Rio Grande saloon at Barelas, a south
mockery of Its earlier strength.
"Like specters men staggered slowly ern suburb of Albuquerque, was Bhot
and wanderingly through the gray In the forehead at his place of busi
streets. Gray ghosts I All was gray. A ness, by a stranger, and died at an
vacant laugh penled out and a strident Albuquerque hospital.
curse, and then again the low murmur
On March 1, New Mexico showed
prevailed. Benton was going to rest, large increase in grain holdings over
sought
spent
nature
drunken,
Weary,
previous years, there being 672,000
oblivion on disordered beds, on hard bushels of corn, 413,000 bushels of
floors and in dusty corners. An im wheat, 297,000 bushels of oats, and 73,
mense and hovering shadow held the 000 bushels of barley In farms.
tents and halls and streets. Through
"Officers and men from New Mexthis opaque gloom the silent and the
ico who are serving in the national
mumbling revelers reeled along. Loud
er voices broke the spell only for an army at Camp Kearny, Linda VlBta,
Instant. Death lay in the middle of Cal., are proving their efficiency and
the main street, in the dust and no patriotism, and, when the supreme test
passing man halted. It lay as well comes, they give every Indication of
down the side streets. In sandy ditches being fit physically and mentally to
and on the tent floors, and behind the acquit themselves in a manner that
bar of the gambling hell. Likewise will be a credit to their country and
death had his counterpart in hundreds the state that claims them as her
of prostrate men who lay in drunken sons." This is the statement of Adjt.
stupor, asleep, insensible to the dust Gen. James Baca, on his return from
in their faces.
Camp Kearny, where he went with
"But the dawn would not stay back Governor W. E. Llndsey and members
In order to hide Benton's hldeousness.
of the executive staff to attend a mil
The gray lifted out of the streets, the itary review.
shadows lightened, the east kindled
Frederic Winn succeeds O. Fred
and the sweet, soft freshness of a des
of the Gila National
ert dawn came In on the gentle breeze, Arthur as head City.
And when the sun arose, splendid and forest at Silver
golden, with Its promise and beauty,
Marcelino Carbajal, who shot and
killed his wife and seriously injured
it shone upon a ghastly, silent, motionless, sleeping Benton."
Narciso Montoya at Carrizozo, was
taken to the ChaveB county jail at RosCarea for War Doa Veterans.
well. It was feared that the man
Carbajal claims
War dogs discharged from active might be lynched.
be-in- e
are
wounds
glorious
service with
that he came home at night and found
for hv Countess Yourkevlch Montoya with his wife, a bride of a
In charming surroundings In the Rue few months.
reports a
Chauveau, Neully-sur-SelnPledging the support of the associa
Pnrlu (llsnnteh.
Pax, who tion to the food administration for all
Brigade
Includes
The Old
four times saved his masters lire; necessary measures to win the- war,
nitir nf the Snmmp. who had s leff am-- the resolutions adopted at the closing
nutntprl after a heroic exDloit: Dick session of the Panhandle and South
at
of the Tser, whose regimental officers western Stockmen's
Association
decorated him with the Crolr de Roswell also called upon tbe food ad
Guerre.
to make such corrections
Altogether the countess is caring for ministration
stockmen cost of
nearly six hundred dogs who have been as would insure the
profit.
the devoted companions of stretcher production plHS a reasonable
bearers and the friends of the poilus. L. I. Brite of Marfa, Tex., was elected
Already these faithful heroes are president; Thos. F. Moody, Canadian,
fasting as a result of food restrictions Tex., first vice president; Norwood
and with the more severe regime of Hall, El Paso, second vice president;
secbread cards there are fresh clouds W. L. Amonett, El Paso,
gathering on their horizon.
retary, and John M. Wyatt, El Paso,
Regimental Pet.
As regimental pets, black cats are
regarded the luckiest possession a detachment can have, and the arrival of
a stray animal of this color at a gunplt
or dugout In France Is an event of
great importance. Every one is bound
to be lucky for some hours at least. To
meet a black cat while marching up
to the trenches puts every member of
the company In the happiest humor. On
the other hand, a black magpie flying
across the line of march Is a had omen.
To hear tbe cuckoo calling before
breakfast Is another bad omen.

treasurer.
construction quartermaster has arrived in Deming, and will take charge
of the erection of improvements at
Camp Cody to the value of approxi
mately a million dollars.
The state school superintendent an
nounced an apportionment of 70 cents
A

por pupil in New Mexico as the March
apportionment, or a total of $85,280.30
for 121.829 pupils of school age.
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanics Arts has been selected
as one of the institutions where mili
tary registrants in large number are
to be given Instruction and training.

Nerves All Unstrung?
NprvftiiiinpKa
and nerve natns often
come from weak kidney a. Many a per
on who worries over trifles and it
rheumatic
troubled with neuralgia,
pains and backache would find relief
tti rough a gooa Kidney remeay. 11 vou
have nervous attacks, with headaches,
Hiznr anells and sharu.
hnfkohAB.
shooting pains, try Doan'a Kidney
They
have brougnt quiCJC Denent
fills.
in thousands of such cases.

'

A Colorado Case

Mrs. A. F. Cerny,
1012
Ninth Ave.,
Colo.,
jLonffmont,
says: "My back
caused me a lot of
especially
distress,
when I did anyi
heavy housework.
I also had head

aches that blurred
my sight until I
could hardly see.
As soon as 1 start-- a
ed taking Doan'el
Kidney
Pills, thea
pain left my back;
ana tne oiner irou-bles dlHftDneared. 1
am sure Doan's have cured me."

Ct Doaa'a

t Any Store,

DOAN'S
URN

FOSTER-MU-

60 e Box

kpd,TiV

CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Talks Too Much.
Sir, you do me a great wrong to
You have no
call me an nddlepate.
scientific Instrument for gauging my
brain power."
"I don't need a scientific Instrument
for that purpose, sir. You have an
instrument yourself that gives you
a way."
"What Is Unit?"
"Your tongue." Mrmingliam Age- Herald.
BOSCHEE'S GERMAN SYRUP
will quiet your cough, soothe the Inflammation of a sore throat and lungs,
stop irritation in the bronchial tubes,
insuring a good night's rest, free from
coughing and with easy expectoration
In the morning.
Made and sold in
years. A wonAmerica for fifty-tw- o
derful prescription, assisting Nature in
building up your general health and
throwing off the disease. Especially
useful in lung trouble, asthma, croup,
bronchitis, etc. For sale in all civil-lie- d
countries. Adv.
Their First Mention.
for once, expressed great in
"Kuncy flying
terest in the sermon.
machines being mentioned in the
Itible!" he said.
"But are they?"
"Why, didn't the vicar suy Esau sold
his heirship to bis brother Jacob?"
Stray Stories.
Hobby,

LEMON JUICE IS
SKIN WHITEHER
BEAUTY LO
CHEAP HOME-MADTION TO REMOVE TAN, FRECKLES, 8ALL0WNESS.
At the cost of a small jar of ordinary
cold cream one can prepare a full quarter pint of the most wonderful lemon
skin whltener and complexion beautl-fle- r,
by squeezing the Juice of two fresh
lemons into a bottle containing three
ounces of orchard white. Care shonld
be taken to strain the Juice through a
fine cloth so no lemon pulp gets In,
then this lotion will keep fresh for
Every woman knows that
months.
lemon Juice is used to bleach a darkremove such blemishes
and
ened skin
as freckles, sallowness and tan and is
the Ideal skin softener and beautlfier.
Just try it! Get three ounces of
orchard white at any drug store and
two lemons from the grocer and make
up a quarter pint of this sweetly fragrant lemon lotion and massage It dally
Into the face, neck, arms and bands.
It is marvelous to whiten rough, red
hands. Adv.
Important.
"The turnover is vital to successful
merchandising."
"In that case." said the baker, "niay- hA T'rl hetter nut more turnovers in tbe
oven." Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
Some men seem to have married in
order to secure a victim to listen to
their troubles.

Inflamation

Swellings

of all kinds In llrestock can ba
.lick :t reancea Dr nuug un. uatib

Ifi

Antiseptic Poultice

stakes tea ponáis of
Reed the Practice. Robm Veteriurba
m1 Far ft ImsAM a Abarttaa ! Cmn
ir do anaier to yoar town, wnw

One ptvckse

Poultice.
r.

""leNrtt'

NiM

I.

Co., 100
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tkkAikt:

HAIR BALSAM
A to!

of to wit.
lttoprepentlao
TKdktdaUilrufE.

Balpsi

For Rterá Color mmé
BewtT toGiw or Feded Hair.
toe,

and

L00

it Dragrinta.

American Dollar Flag

lo,

me ereor Tiflets, feet
if b4 Mwoi MrlpM; (tmSo-Uw- t
br ptrcol potu oe rooBlyt of
no. tnelod.Bsi oot. Sell
ib iwtvftelied bolder. ) tu. Sm for
a mJ nor and bettor flaa Utn Mr otbot
MMerBietlMWoria. PrleMMkfoMilMeoi.
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Break Trace I SADDLERY CO,
DENVER
Guaranteed

STOP YOUR COUGHING
Ho Bead tn let that couch palmlat. Stop tha
Irritation, and remora tickling and hoaraa-paarelievinc tbe inflamed throat with

tr

PDSO'S

m

u

Big lot of
men's suits
values up to $16.00
while they last

$4.98
Big lot of the well known
W. L. Douglas
dress shoes and oxfords
values up to $6.00

DENVER ADJUSTING COMPANY

at

Wright Clothing Company

2c

OF

$1.69

two-piec-

Big lot of
men's dress shirts
values up to $2.00
while they last

with positive instructions from this firm to sell off this big stock regardless of cost, loss of
value in ten days. The Happening of the Unexpected. $3,500 must be raised, hence this
amount of goods must be sold at once, and to accomplish this purpose they are compelled to slaughter
this high grade stock of Clothing, Shoes, etc., at prices lower than the actual cost of the raw material
and this most genuine slaughter sale will start

21, 9:30 A. M.

Big lot of
summer underwear
75c values
go at

29c

prices

Is in charge

16c

SAVE 60 TO 80 CTS. ON EVERY DOLLAR YOU SPEND

Big lot of
the well known
Hart, Schaffner & Marx men's suits
values up to $25.00
go at

NOTICE. Forced to move $3.500 worth of the world's heat makes of Clothinir. Shoes. Hats. Furnishings, etc..
during this sale. This means the greatest slaughtering of prices ever attempted in Estancia. It comes at the
right time to lift the shackles of hich Drices and enable von to eniov a riirhtful return for vonr hard earned dollars
therefore it remains for you to act promptly. Be on hand when the doors open and get your pick of the best.

$7.48

DEPARTMENT

to
Men's Handkerchiefs, go at
60c to 75c Men's Suspenders go at
50c to $3.50 Men's Belts go at
2.00 to $12.00 Men's Sweater Coats go at
50c to $2.50 Silk Neckwear go at
35.00 to $45.00 Men's Bathrobes go at

e

CLOTHING AND SHOES
Must be

MEN'S OVERCOAT AND

Big lot o; Men's Dress Shirts, values up
1
to $2.00. go at
6c
All 75c to $1.50 Men's Work Shirts, go at 39c up
AU$1.00 to $3.00 Men's Dress Shirts,
go at
69c up
Big lot of Men's Silk Shirts $5.00 values, go at
$ 1 .98
All $7.50 to$12.50 Men's Silk Shirts, including such makes as Wilson Bros.,
Manhattan and others, go at
$4.95 up
Big lot of Men's Summer Underwear,
75c values, go at
29c
All tl to $5 Men's Union Suits, goat
up
59c
All 25c to 50c Men's Lisle Hose, in all colors, go at
14c up
All 50c to $1.00 Men's Silk Hose, in all colors, go at 39c up
10c
"0c- -

All
All
All
All
All
All

men's

And will last only ten days Clothing and Shoes will go at

at

at

$1.00

BIG $8,000.oo STOCK

Thursday, March

Big lot of
men's rain coats
$5.00 values

FURNISHINGS

go

J. T. CONNORS, Director,

Big lot of
15c cotton gloves
go at

go

Big lot of
men's dress pants
values up to Í3.50

ESTANCIA, NEW MEXICO

sold in ten days. Goods will go at unheard-o- f

89c

$1.98

THE

$1.48
go

Big lot of
the well known
Hannan dress shoes and oxfords
values up to $12.00
while they last

BY ORDER OF THE

goat

Big lot of
men's soft hats
in Stetson and other makes
values up to $4.00

m

í
M

n

4c
29c
23c
99c
33c
$2.95

up
up
up
up
up
up

DEPARTMENT

shoes and oxfords, values
up to $6.00, go at 48c up.

MEN'S

prices often you can

SHOE DEPARTMENT

MEN'S SUIT DEPARTMENT

Big lot of the well known W. L. Douglas
Dress Shoes and Oxfords, values up to CI

Big lot of Men's Suits, values up to
Oft
Pt.yo
$16.00, go at
Big lot of the well known Hart, Schaff$1.69 up $6.00, goat
ner & Marx Men's Suits, values up to C7 iX
Big lot of the well known Hannan Dress
$25.00, goat
up
to
values
Oxfords,
$12.00
and
Shoes
$1.98 Big lot of
apring uvercoats, strictly this sea- - CQ 7Q
Men's Suits in all styles,
80
P7. 7 up
son's styles, go at
values up to $30.00, go at
All $4 50 to $9.00 W. L. Douglas Dress
Big lot of Men's Dress Suits, this $17 4Q
Shoes and Oxfords, in all styles and
Qft
up
spring's styles $30 values, go at
leathers, go at
MEN'S HAT DEPARTMENT
All $25 to $45 Men's Dress Suits, all this spring's styles
All $9.00 to $10.00 Boston ian Men's Dress
and patterns, including such well known makes as Hart,
Shoes and Oxfords, all this spring's Ci 2Q
SchafFner and Marx and A. B. Kirsch (f I Q OQ
Big lot of Men's Soft Hats, in Stetson
up
newest styles, go at
baum, all will go at
$ly,Oy up
and other makes, values up to
All $10 to $14 Hannan Men's Dress Shoes and
89c
$4 00, go at
Oxfords, in all leathers and styles, CA XO
AU$3 50 to $5.00 Men's Soft and Stiff
up
the worlds best make of shoes, go
MEN'S PANTS DEPARTMENT
$1.98
Hats, all this Spring's styles, go at
up
Big lot of Men's Spring Caps, values
TRUNK AND SUIT CASE DEP'T Big lot of Men's Dress Pants, values up to $3.50, flJ Aj
11c
go at
up to $1,00, go at
All $12 50 to $50 Hartmann trunks go at $6.95 up All $4.00 and $8.00 Men's Dress Pants, in all P- - Q
All $1.00 to $3.00 Men's Spring Caps,
up
tne newest styles and shades go at
styles and fabrics, go at
up All $2.50 to $3 Suit Cases and Bags go at $1.39 up

Jfi
$l.lO

All $5.00 to $25.00 Men's Raincoats
go at
All $20.00 to $45.00 Men's Heavy and

.pit.u?

í? "

'

af7""'

w

59c

LADIES READ
300 pairs of ladies' dress

RAINCOAT

unheard-o- f

MEN READ

PUBLIC NOTICE

MOTHERS

It will not be necessary for us to go into details relative to the high class Clothing, Shirts,
Hats and Furnishings the Wright Clothing Company have been handling, for every man who
has lived in and around Estancia knows that any
article that was ever bought from this firm was
absolutely the best that money could buy.

Phone and mail orders will

Here is Your Chance

not be filled. No goods on
Terms of sale,

approval.

Big lot of Misses

Children's

and Boys
29c up

Spot Cash, Alterations made free of charge Shoes and Oxfords go at

Now is the time to secure your spring and Easter Suits, Pants, Hats, Shoes, Furnishings, etc.. which in many instances you will buy three to four articles
So do not compare
at the price of one.
this bona fide forced sale of high grade merchandise with the
off sales, or any old sales where the savings are merely postage stamps.
ThiB
off sales, thirty-thre- e
d
and
will be the greatest clothing sale ever attempted anywhere, and its genuineness is backed up by the Wright Clothing Company's reputation of honesty
Your money back for
and square dealing.
the asking on any purchase not satisfactory. So come prepared to dress yourself from head to foot for a mere trifle.
one-hal-

f

one-thir-

OPENING DAYS THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY and MONDAY
.aiwi

a., tt,

,

w. mu cims in icn

udys.

opecuu attention given to merchants irom out ol town,

warning

Be sure you find

the right place

BIG LOT OF MEN'S

Straw Hats,values up to$5
GO AT

93c
Sox
6c

WRIGHT CLOTHING

BIG LOT OF MEN'S

ESTANCIA, NEW MEXICO

GO AT

Denver Adjusting Company
J.

T. CONNORS, Director.

look for big blue sign

BIG LOT OF MEN'S

CO.

Spring Capsv alues up to$l
GO AT

lie

BIG LOT OF MEN'S

$5.00 Silk

Shirts

GO AT

$1.98

